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FORWARD
An architectural office requires more than just a Two 
Dimensional Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) System. Although 
only recently marketed specifically for architectural 
firms, CAD systems present only a partial solution for 
streamlining the architects' work processes. CAD systems 
have, however, paved the way for Computer Aided Design and 
Drafting (CADD) systems which can usher architecture into a 
new era.
CADD systems enable architects to integrate information 
between programs on many different computer systems. This 
integration allows architects to test almost any hypothesis 
for a given project while in the design or working drawing 
phase. Integration of information is made possible with a 
common data base which will transmit information to 
computers which are in the same office, or even to 
different offices. Information input on the architect's 
computer could, for example, relay information to a 
structural or mechanical engineers computer. Changes made 
on one firm's computer would automatically make required 
changes on all computer systems.
Unfortunately, many architects still operate today as at 
the turn of the century and know little or nothing about 
concepts required to operate a CAD system. Operating 
concepts for both CAD and CADD systems are basically the 
same. The focus of this report will be on a low-cost CAD 
system costing between $10,000 to $25,000 per work station.
Many architects are at the point of purchasing a CAD 
system. This report is written to give architects a basic 
understanding of the concepts required to assemble drawings 
with either CAD or CADD. This report describes basic 
management, implemental, procedural, and financial aspects 
which should be considered if an office decides to purchase 
CAD or CADD.
This report is also the first submitted for a Master of 
Architecture degree at the University of Arizona completely 
written and edited with the SOS Text Editing program on the 
university's DEC-10 computer system. The final copy was 
printed on a Diablo Hardcopy Printer terminal connected to 
the university's computer system over standard telephone 
lines with a device called a "modem".
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A Feasibility Study 
of a low cost

Computer Aided Drafting System 
for use in Architectural Practice

The intent of this Report is to study the newest "State of the 
Art" low-cost computer aided drafting (CAD) system available, 
and to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of such a system in 
terms of how it might be used in an Architectural office.
Many architectural firms are being pressured to purchase 
computer drafting systems which will supposedly enable offices 
to operate at a more productive, faster, and profitable rate. 
Architects have been slow and unwilling to accept such a system 
not only because of the costs of owning and operating them, but 
also because they view them as inadequate.

Scope
Three phases of research will be pursued :
Phase 1 - a) Understand the functions and operations of the 

computer drafting system.
b) Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the 

system.
c) Suggest changes to make TERAK more effective 

in office environments.
Phase 2 - Use an architectural project already designed and 

drawn, and translate that design onto the TERAK 
drafting system.

Phase 3 - Determine what changes an architectural office 
would need to make to implement such a system. 
Forecast what influence it would have on :
a) Office procedure
b) Type of office work
c) Office environment
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MAJOR CONCEPTS
The "TERAK" computer aided drafting system is used at the 
University of Arizona for instructional purposes and is also 
marketed for its drafting capabilities to Architectural and 
Engineering firms. The TERAK system has three concepts basic to 
all CAD systems. These concepts are :
LEVELS
A level can be thought of as a clear pane of glass on which 
different items can be drawn. With proper manipulation, desired 
levels can be viewed at the same time by turning on the 
appropriate panes of glass. "Turning on or off" a level is like 
inserting or deleting a pane of glass in a stack of glass panes.
GROUPS
A second feature of the TERAK system is its ability to create a 
"Group" of related items which can be transferred from one 
drawing or file to a new set of drawings or files. Standardized 
sets of working drawings and details can be used and transferred 
to new sets of drawings with a minimum of time and error.
WINDOWS
The third major aspect of using the TERAK system is the ability 
to "Window" in and out on a particular segment of a drawing by 
making a portion of a drawing fill the entire screen. Windowing 
"In" is very useful when drawing portions of a building too 
small to see at present scale. By enlarging the view of a 
foundation detail, for example, lines and objects can be drawn 
and studied with greater accuracy and control.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The first phase of this Report deals with the functions, 
operations, strengths and weaknesses of the T-SQUARE 2D Drafting 
System. Pascal is the operating language used by the system. 
Components manufactured by several companies have been 
integrated by another manufacturer and marketer (T & W Systems), 
and consists of the following 6 basic hardware components :

1. Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) - SIGGRAPH CORE-79 compatible 
graphics extension unit. Also referred to as the 
monitor or screen.

2. Disc Drive - TERAK 8510/a processor which includes the 
Central Processing Unit.

3. Digitizer - Houston Instruments Digitizer which allows 
input into the computer with a device called a cursor.

4. Keyboard - A TERAK 8512 expansion unit communicates 
with the computer through typical typewriter keys.

5. Plotter - Houston Instruments DMP-7 11" X 17" plotter, 
used to output the drawing .

6. 8" "Diskette", or floppy disc, containing programs and 
user files.

Fig 1. shows a sketch of the TERAK 2D Drafting System components :

v mr\. t 4- ̂  a

Fig. 1
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TERAK OPERATIONAL PROCESSES
The TERAK System creates a symbolic drawing on a low cost, 
medium resolution raster-scan graphics CRT. The CRT has a 
7" X 9" screen, with a resolution of 1600 raster dots per 
square inch. The screen displays both text and graphics. 
Drawings are input onto the screen with either digitizer or 
keyboard, and output on an X-Y plotter for translation onto 
paper, mylar, or vellum. Information received from either 
digitizer or keyboard is processed by Central Processing 
Unit and displayed on the screen.
8" discs store input information. The disc has a 
magnetized mylar surface and is encased in a protective 
plastic jacket. One 8" disc can store approximately 7500 
objects such as lines, rectangles, lines of text, circles 
and arcs. The disc also contains the program which 
operates the system. A single sided disc stores the 
program, files, and workfiles on one side of the disc. The 
disc is a double density disc; the program and file storage 
space are packed more closely together since both sides are 
not used. The 8" disc used for the TERAK System is, 
therefore, a "single sided - double density" disc.
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PHILOSOPHY
The TERAK System provides the following features :

1. The program is "Menu driven". Menus allow the user to 
communicate with the computer by allowing the user to use 
commands available. Each menu contains commands that are 
available when displayed on the screen. Options not 
displayed are unavailable. Menus are discussed in greater 
detail on pages 6 6 7 .

2. The program is interactive. The user is given immediate 
visual and audio feedback on all actions. The user 
actually sees drawings as created and manipulated.

3. The program has initial "Default" values which enable the 
novice user to operate the system. Defaults can be 
changed to allow greater accuracy and control over the 
final product.

4. The program is structured to allow the user to get out of 
a command or option. This feature is referred to as being 
"user friendly".
If the user becomes lost, wants to stop, or forgets the 
command or option currently being used, two steps can be 
taken :
1st -"Quit" any further action in the current command. If 

this is done, the program will save all work 
accomplished within that particular command and 
position the user into the menu containing the command.

2nd - If the "Quit" command does not position the user 
into the menu containing the command, the <escape> key 
should be used( If the <escape> key is used, all work 
accomplished during the last command will be aborted. 
All work accomplished in commands previous to the 
escaped command will, however, be saved)
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MENUS
Description

A menu is a list of possible commands available to the 
user. "Commands" may have many or no "options" for a 
specific purpose. All menus appear near the top of the 
screen, and begin with capital letters. If the menu title 
is followed by a "1", then the commands listed after each 
menu is too long to fit across the top of the screen, and 
the second half can be viewed by pressing the ":" on the 
keyboard.

To select a command or option, users press letters on the 
keyboard which correspond to letters immediately 
preceeding open parenthesis "(". The open parenthesis "(" 
is displayed on the screen because many commands (and 
options) begin with the same letter. For example. The 
"Sketch" and the "Switches" command both begin with the 
letter "S", but are displayed on the screen as "sK(etch" 
and "S(witches".

The concept of menu driven programs is utilized in all 
computer aided drafting systems in different ways. 
Several other CAD systems have menus printed and color 
coded on a keyboard separate from the screen. The TERAK 
system shows the user menus and options available which 
clutter the screen and mask objects already drawn. In 
this case, menu and option listings could be dedicated to 
an isolated section of the screen? or, on a separate 
screen. These ideas are illustrated in Figs 2(a) and 
2(b) .

Use

Findings

Fig 2(a) Fig 2(b)

Menu and option listings could be dedi
cated to an isolated section of the 
screen

Menu and option listings could be dedicated to 
a separate screen
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SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
The "Tree" of commands within the TERAK System shows the 
organization of the program, it's menus, and commands, but not 
the options available under each command.

TERAK MAIN MENU 1

. . . . .
A (dd M(odify G(roup F(iler W(indow
L (ine M(ove M(ove G (et B (ase
R(ectangle C (opy C (opy S iave I (nP(olygon R(otate R(otate D ielete 0 (ut
C(ircle S(cale Sicale N iew F (ull
E(llipse I image I image L i ist A ibsolute
A (rc F i ind Piroperties sK'(etch G (et
B(ezier sK(etch sK(etch Q (uit S (avesK(etch Q(uit Q (uit A(mount D ielete
Q (uit <,>D (elete

D(elete C irunch sK(etch
D(imension Uindelete Miove Q (uit
T (ext Uindelete Giuides F (oto W (hat
G (uides T iext L(ist W ihat Mist? P iroperties wihere ? ?

ciuides
?

?

TERAK MAIN MENU 2

D (efaults S(witches sK(etch I(nput 
C(omplot

0 (utput 
P(letterS(tyle M(arker

D(ensity Tiemplate Hiipad sipecsL(evel Girids B i itpad D ieleteP(en W(ords K ieyboard MistN (ame Cioordinates Q (uit W ihere
I increment S inap ? pR(inter
Q (uit Q(uit sK fetchB (ase D(ebug Q(uitT iext A (11 ?G ir ids L ievels

? sK(etch 
Q(uit 

?
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THE HELP OPTION
Description

The help option allows the user to see a list of helpful 
information about options and commands while working on the 
drawing.

Use
This option briefly explains each task available while 
within a particular menu, and can be accessed by simply 
typing a

Findings
The help option gives a step by step procedure of the 
necessary actions required to complete a given task. Once 
the user understands the concept of a menu driven CAD 
system, the user's manual can be discarded. The manual is 
very cumbersome in comparison to the help option. The 
problem of strings of text masking objects on the screen 
encountered with other menus is not encountered during use 
of the Help menus. The TERAK program allows objects on the 
screen to be "turned off" while information about an option 
is being viewed. Two screens or a portion of the screen 
dedicated to text would be unnecessary as previously 
discussed in "Findings" under the "Menus" discussion.
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WORKFILE
Description

A newly programmed disk will contain all of the programs 
and initial blank files necessary to create and plot 
drawings on the TERAK System. The workfile is a copy of 
the original file when the program is started.
The TERAK program always maintains a temporary workfile 
which the user is working on. This temporary workfile is 
in the CPU memory and used by the program to store data 
being edited. This workfile is a copy of the original file 
kept in storage on the diskette. Changing the workfile has 
no affect on the original workfile or other files saved on 
the same disc. The "original file" is not updated until 
exiting the program, and then only if given same name as 
the "original file" name. This assures that any incorrect 
input will affect only the copy of the file (the workfile), 
and not the original.
By periodically saving a workfile on a disc as the 
"original file", the user insures that a copy of the 
drawing is transferred from the workfile to the "original 
file". This procedure provides the user with a permanent 
backup in the event of power failure or accidental erasure 
of the workfile. Files should also be saved on backup 
discs in case discs are lost or damaged.

Use
Locating drawings can be simplified if the user's graphics 
files have been logically grouped together and given 
appropriate names. A scan of file names can lead the user 
to a previously created drawing, and aid in the creation of 
a new drawing. It is important to organize a filing scheme 
which can be easily referenced and indexed in a "library" 
of files.
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WORKFILE (Continued)
Findings

In order to efficiently utilize data, the user must make 
continual efforts to maintain related files on related 
discs. All wall sections for example, could be stored in 
different files on the same disc. Foundation sections, 
roof sections, window sections, bathroom layouts, furniture 
items, and picnic pavillions could each be stored on 
separate discs. The stored file could then be transferred 
to a disc containing only information for one project and 
assembled into a drawing for that project. Fig 3 
illustrates this process :

□  2- < C* SiDO
□  hill — ^

I • O'
FOUNDATION DETAIL D

WALL SECTION DETAILS AND SECTIONS COMPILED
I00F SECTION

. Fig 3
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REAL WORLD COORDINATES
Description

All input to the TERAK System is through the cartesian 
coordinate system utilizing a horizontal (X) and vertical 
(Y) axis with the intersection of the axis' set to (0,0) . 
The position of the cursor at a raster dot location is 
displayed in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 
This display of the cursor's location is referred to as the 
"coordinate dial".

Findings
The "coordinate dial" is very helpful in letting the user 
see where an object is located in relationship to the 
"original" set of coordinate axis. Users can completely 
lose a drawing if it is inadvertently moved to another 
quadrant of the coordinate grid system. This can occur 
when "Windowing" out of a drawing and then moving the 
drawing to another portion of the screen.
After the drawing is returned to the "Base Window", the 
user will be faced with an empty screen. The coordinate 
dial at the upper right hand corner of the screen can give 
the user a clue as to where the drawing is located if the 
user will "Window Out" on the screen until the quadrant 
containing the drawing comes into view on the screen.
When the drawing is finally located after this process of 
windowing, the coordinate dial will indicate the location 
of the drawing in relation to the "Main Quadrant". The 
user must then manually move the drawing back to the "Main 
Quadrant". After each move, the drawing again moves off 
the screen, and the user must repeat the process as many 
times as necessary to get the drawing back to the "Main 
Quadrant" on the disc storage. It has often taken ten to 
fifteen cycles of windowing and moving to get a drawing 
back to the original quadrant. Fig 4. illustrates the 
Quadrant principle :

*Y* Axis

---"M& n Quad ant" ( he ini

1 sen en vie f)

(0,0)

Quadrant concept 
Fig. 4
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REAL WORLD COORDINATES (Continued)
Suggestion

Once the user discovers that a drawing has been moved to 
another quadrant of the disc storage, it would be very 
helpful if the coordinate grid system could be reset to 
(0,0) .
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OBJECTS
Description

The TERAK System allows the user to create a drawing using 
basic building blocks called objects. These objects 
consist of any item input onto the computer in the "Add" 
menu. These objects consist of lines, rectangles, circles, 
polygons, arcs, ellipses, bezier curves, and text. Even 
though a rectangle has four sides, it is considered to be 
one object. The same is true for a single line of text.

Use
As discussed in the section labeled "Workfile", each object 
stored in the CPU can be saved as a permanent file on the 
computer disc. Individual objects are compiled item by 
item and will begin to compose drawing files.

Findings
Placement of objects in "exact" locations is difficult 
without understanding several operations and functions 
available. The section labeled "Grids" or "Snap" describes 
how items are placed in desired locations.
An object can be modified after drawn. Modifications are 
accessed through the "Modify" menu and include such options 
as moving, scaling, rotating, deleting and copying of an 
object. The Design Properties of an object can also be 
changed after drawn, if correct initial values were not 
assigned.

Suggestions
One function which could be improved when modifying an 
object would be the scaling of rectangles. Presently, a 
rectangle will only scale perpendicular sides 
proportionately to one another. For example, a 4 unit X 6 
unit rectangle can only be scaled to multiples of 2 units 
by 3 units. It would be highly desirable to scale 
rectangles to different proportions by lengthening or 
shortening only one parallel set of lines at a time. When 
a rectangle is input incorrectly, it must be deleted and 
redrawn. This procedure can be very time consuming and 
frustrating. Fig 5 illustrates how a 4 X 6 rectangle is 
presently scaled :

___ i
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Suggestions
Entering text is relatively simple, but would be less time 
consuming if simplified by being "additive". After 
entering one line of text, the <Return> on the keyboard is 
hit and the system boots the user out of the "Text" command 
back into the "Add" menu. The user must then re-access the 
"Text" command in order to enter a second line of text. 
Each time the user does this, an indication of text 
placement must be made.
It would be much more convenient to be able to write entire 
paragraphs by entering the "Text" command only once. 
Entire paragraphs could be entered as one object instead of 
as individual lines of text. An [escape] key instead of a 
[Return] key could be used to terminate the text command.
Two trivial items occur when placing text on the screen. A 
left parenthesis "(" appears as a "1" on the screen, but 
does actually appear as a "(" when plotted. An arrow "t" 
appears as a "t" on the screen, but plots as the top four 
sides of an octagon.

OBJECTS (Continued)
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TEMPLATE OBJECTS
Description

The TERAK Program does not allow hidden line removal, but 
does allow for "template" objects. A template object is an 
object intended for use as a guide for the user to trace 
over.

Use
If the user wants to draw an isometric view of a cube, and 
not have hidden lines appear, the drawing would first have 
to be drawn with template lines. The template lines of the 
cube which are visible would then be traced with 
"non-template" lines. Then, template lines are removed.

Findings
A template object appears on the screen as a series of dots 
spaced every 5th raster dot apart. If a non-template line 
is drawn on the screen as a series of one hundred dots, the 
template line would only contain twenty dots for the length 
of the line. While attempting to draw template objects 
with the computer drafting system, the end results were not 
as precise as expected. Fig 6 is a sketch of template and 
non-template rectangles as appearing on the screen :

• • • •
• •
• • • •

Template
Rectangle Fig (6)

Non-Template
Rectangle

A problem with the template object is that the points of 
the object often coincide with grid lines on the screen. 
Once the template object is drawn, it is easy to forget 
where it is, or that it even exists. This is illustrated 
in Fig (7). Another problem arises when an object is 
rotated or moved, the template is still in the original 
location and not moved along with the template. The user 
must remember to either turn the image of the template 
object off, or delete the template object. If this is 
forgotten, the template object will be plotted just as the 
non-template object .

• s e e s
• • • • # # #  #  #

# #
#  #  #  •  •• • • •

Template
Rectangle Fig (7)

• • • • e
Template Rectangle 

over a grid
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Findings
Another problem encountered is to trace sections of a 
template circle with a non-template arc. It is almost 
impossible to overlay an arc directly over a section of a 
template circle, especially if the portion traced with a 
non-template arc is more than half the circumference of the 
circle. The arc in this circumstance would "balloon" out 
past the circumference of the template circle. This is 
illustrated in Fig 8 :

TEMPLATE OBJECTS (continued)

Fig (8)
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INPUT MODES
Description

While creating or manipulating drawings, the TERAK program 
allows input information to the computer by four different 
methods. These methods of input are referred to as input 
modes and include the Free, Absolute, Relative, and Polar 
modes.

Free Mode
The TERAK System receives graphic input through the 
digitizer and a hand held device called a cursor which 
moves across the digitizer face. The cursor's position on 
the digitizer is represented on the screen by coordinate 
dial in upper right hand corner and by small crosshairs at 
the raster dot location. The cursor not only creates 
various graphic objects, but also manipulates objects once 
drawn. The Free Mode is the only mode used in conjunction 
with the "Snap" option discussed on page 27.
The "Free" mode is the most 'visual1 mode of information 
insertion, and allows the user to see and immediately 
change any object or relationship between various portions 
of a drawing before final acceptance. As the cursor moves 
across the digitizer, crosshairs move across the screen and 
begin to define object placement and configuration. 
Drawings are initiated when the user selects commands 
within the "Add" menu, positions the cursor to a desired 
position, and then presses the cursor button. An example 
of components and terminology of parts is given in Fig 9 :

Coordinate Dial
(crosshairs are at m
X,Y position on the
screen)(show position of
Digitiser.
Cursor-

Fig (9)

This drawing shows the "crosshairs" 
on the screen which represent the 
relationship of the "hand held" 
cursor to the digitizer.
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INPUT THRU THE KEYBOARD
If the user hits the <1ine feed> key while drawing an 
object, the screen will display:

<MODE: F(ree A(bsolute R(elative P(olar
The remaining three input modes (absolute, relative, polar) 
allow the actual coordinates be typed on the keyboard. The 
differences of keyboard options are discussed for each 
input method. After a mode is entered, the computer 
instructs the user to enter sets of coordinate points which 
define placement and configuration of objects and groups.

ABSOLUTE MODE
The absolute mode utilizes the cartesian coordinate system 
used in algebra and calculus. The origin point remains set 
at (0,0), and all other coordinate points are in reference 
to the origin. Fig 10 illustrates the coordinate points 
which define a rectangle input with the Absolute Mode :

Point 4

Point 1 t 5

Point 3

Point 2

Absolute Mode 

Point (X,V)
1 (0,0)
2 (100,0)
3 (100,50)

4 (0,50)
5 (0,0)

Absolute Mode 
Fig 10
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RELATIVE MODE
The relative input mode is more complicated than the 
absolute mode because it works differently in one of three 
menus in which it is used. While in the Add or Group 
menus, the first coordinate point entered is relative to 
the coordinate point (0,0). However, Each subsequent point 
entered is relative to the last (X,Y) point entered. A 
problem with this system, is that the coordinates reset to 
(0,0) each time the Add or Group menu is re-accessed, and 
the user must then research to find which point was entered 
last to reset the coordinate system for that point. Fig 11 
illustrates how coordinate points are defined for the same 
rectangle used for the Free Mode :

Point 4

Point 1 & 5

Point 3

Point 2

Relative Mode 
Point (X,Y)

1 (0,0)
2 (100,0)
3 (0,50)
4 (-100,0)

5 (0,-50)

Relative Mode 
Fig 11

Relative coordinate points work differently in the Modify 
menu. When the user selects an option from the Modify 
menu, the coordinates are reset relative to the initial 
point of the object being modified. The first point that 
was defined when an object was created is it's initial 
point. A line's initial point, for example, is it's first 
endpoint. When that line is scaled or rotated, the line 
will be scaled or rotated about its first endpoint.
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POLAR MODE
The Polar mode allows the user to use a polar coordinate 
system based on degree and lenghth of a line being drawn. 
While in this mode, the program will ask the user to enter 
the first point of an object in the same manner as in the 
absolute mode. The computer will then instruct the user to 
input the second point in terms of the angle (in degrees) 
and the length (in terms of 1 unit of length equalls 1 
raster dot when at the base scale). Fig 12 illustrates how 
the rectangle input for the previous examples would be 
input with the Polar Mode :

Point 4

Point 1 6  5

Point 3

Point 2

Polar Mode
Point (angle, length)

1 (0,0) entered with absolute mode

2 (0 degrees, 100)
3 (90 degrees, 50)
4 (180 degrees, 100)
5 ( 270 degrees, 50)

Polar Mode 
Fig 12
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SCALE
Description

The scale of drawings for the TERAK system varies depending 
on the devices being used : digitizer, CRT, and Plotter. 
Each device is independent, and no consistency between them 
exists.

Use The digitizer and hand held cursor is used to input and 
move drawings on the CRT screen. Each inch on the 
digitizer is approximately equal to 33.3 raster dots on the 
screen. The best increments to use when initiating a grid 
system are multiples of 5 raster dots on the screen. Each 
unit referred to in the following chart is in referrence to
a 5 X 5 raster dot grid 1

scale feet units
3/32 8 5
3/16 4 5
3/8 2 5
3/4 1 10

1 1/2 1 10
3 1 20

Findings
The above chart is used for inputing objects on the screen. 
When drawings on the screen are plotted, another scale is 
used. The plotted drawing will be 1.36 times larger than 
that input from the digitizer. 1 inch on the plotter is, 
therefore, equal to 25 raster dots on the screen. If 
accuracy of plotted drawings is crucial, the drawing on the 
screen can be reduced by .735.
The screen will accept objects drawn to the left edge of 
the screen (0,0), but the plotter will not plot a vertical 
line through a point with an "X" value less than 1. No 
apparent metric relationship seems to exist. This is 
unfortunate since the CRT screen is set up for multiples of 
5 raster dot units and would work well with metric 
dimensioning as discussed in the section titled "Grids".
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DESIGN PROPERTIES
Definition

As individual objects are created, they are assigned 
several attributes which determine the linestyle and pen 
they will be plotted with. The group or level that an 
object belongs to are also determined by the attributes 
assigned. These attributes are referred to as "Default" 
properties and allow the user to initially set properties 
to objects being created. Properties can later be changed 
after an item has been drawn.
The remainder of phase 1 consists of a study of the Default 
menu and contains the basic concepts used to create 
objects. These concepts serve as the base for most computer 
aided drafting systems. The higher cost systems are, of 
course, much more powerfull and contain more options, tut 
still have these same concepts.

THE DEFAULTS MENU
Definition

Available to the user under the "Defaults" menu is the 
ability to "assign" properties to objects before they are 
drawn. When an object is drawn, it will have several 
properties which determine its characteristics. However, 
if the user has drawn several objects and then discovers 
incorrect properties were assigned, they can not be changed 
within the Defaults menu, but within the Modify or Group 
menu. Again, it is stressed that the "Defaults" menu is 
used only to set up "initial" properties for the drawing.
When the "Defaults" menu is selected. The program will list 
all initial property values on the screen, as illustrated :
lineStyle 1 
Density 1 
Level 1
Pen 1
group Name NEW 
Increment 1.0000
Base window
left 0.0000
right 319.000
bottom 0.0000
top 239.000

Text
rotation 0.000
width 6.0000
heigth 9.0000

Grids (-180 <= angle < 180) 
spacing angle
spacing angle
spacing angle
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LINE STYLE
Definition

The Line Style option enables the user to assign a line 
style for each object drawn. Fig (13) shows the 8 
linestyles available :

LINE STYLE 1 —  
LINE STYLE 2 -  
LINE STTLE 3 —  
LINE STYLE N —  
LINE STTLE 5 - -  
LINE STTLE 6 —  
LINE STTLE 7 -  
LINE STTLE 6 -

Fig (13)
Findings

The Line Style option enables lines to be plotted 
differently. However, three major problems exist with the 
line style option.
1) Line Styles 3 through 6 are very similiar and are, 

therefore, of little use for architectural drawings. 
Contrast of line styles and line weight is crucial in 
order that a set of architectural drawings be 
understood.
A line style for beam or truss indication would be of 
benefit for drafting purposes. This line style is a 
centerline symbol and is indicated as follows :

Line Style for Beam or Truss Placement
2) Line styles 7 and 8 plot differently when varying line 

lengths are input. Line style # 7 begins and ends with 
what ever length will fit to the endpoint. A similiar 
problem exists for line style # 8. Line style # 8 
consists of a series of alternating long and short 
strokes. The plotter should determine the length of a 
line to insure that both ends begin and end with the 
same stroke. Presently, it is impossible to know if a 
line will end with a space between two strokes, or a 
portion of the final stroke.
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LINE STYLE (Continued) 
Findings

3) A hardware or software problem exists with the plot 
command. The plotter will not draw line styles used
earlier in the workfile. If a line style is 
reintroduced, the plotter continues with the line style 
last used. Fig 14 is a drawing input in the following 
process :

Step 1 : all solid lines in portion of drawing labeled
"Top of Wall Section" are input with line style "1".

Step 2 : the "hidden" beam in portion of drawing labeled
"Top of Wall Section" is input with line style "2".

Step 3 : all remaining text, lines for "Window in Wall
Section" and "Bottom of Wall Section" are input with 
linestyle "1".

Step 4 : the drawing is plotted. Note that line style "1" 
plots as line style "2" after the "hidden" beam is 
drawn.

TOP OF
HULL SECTION
WINDOW IN 
WALL SECTION
BOTTOM OF 
WALL SECTION

Pig 14

The implication that previous line styles will not be 
repeated means that drawings have to be organized around 
line style. One way to get around this problem is to put 
new line styles on separate levels, plot those levels 
individually, and to then turn those levels off after 
having been plotted.
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DENSITY
The density option allows the plotter to draw an object 
more than once. This feature is useful for making selected 
objects appear darker.

Findings
Many users have found that better results are obtained when 
the "Pen" or the "Level" option is used in place of the 
"Density" option.
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LEVELS
Definition

A "Level" is one of the most important concepts used in 
Computer Aided Drafting Systems. The TERAK System allows 
up to 63 different levels. Levels can be thought of as 
clear panes of glass, or as a series of clear overlays. 
All objects on the same level are on the same pane of 
glass. Turning on one level is like inserting a pane of 
glass into a stack of glass panes. Turning off a level is 
like pulling that pane of glass from the stack of glass 
panes.

Use
Levels are most useful if related objects are grouped 
together. For example, if a user wants to design a floor 
plan, the basic floor plan could be put on level #1, all 
furniture on level #2, all fixtures on level #3, the 
electrical plan on level #4, and the structural plan on 
level #5. By turning only levels 1 and 2 on, the user 
could manipulate the furniture layout within the plan, and 
not be hampered with the objects on levels 3, 4 or 5.

Findings
Experience has found that it is not practical to use more 
than 10-15 layers on a single drawing because the 
information needed for a sheet of working drawings is not 
so complex.
If the user works with a plotter which does not support 
more than one pen as discussed in the pen property, objects 
with different line weights can be placed on different 
levels. Levels can be plotted layer at a time by manually 
inserting different pen weights into the plotter.
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PEN
US6

The pen option allows the user to change line weight or 
color of the line for any object drawn. A number assigned 
to a pen corresponds to the pen stalls of the plotter.

Findings
Since the DMP-7 Plotter has only one pen holder on the 
plotter, it is neccessary to put objects with different 
line weights on different layers and change pens when each 
layer is plotted.
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GROUPS
Description

The TERAK System allows the user to manipulate objects in 
the form of "groups". A group is a defined collection of 
objects. The only relationship that objects in a group 
have to one another is that they both share the same name.

Use Groups provide a convenient way of manipulating large 
components of a drawing. Groups allow the user to move, 
copy, and otherwise manipulate large numbers of objects at 
one time.
It is important to note that groups and levels are 
completely independent of one another. Turning off a level 
could affect objects within several different groups. 
Likewise, moving a group could move objects within several 
different levels.
Following is an illustration of the group "BED" being 
moved, copied, and rotated. The "Bed" group is made of 14 
different lines (objects), but all lines are stored in the 
group named "BED".

The group
Bed Moved Copied Rotated6L n

QQ a
rrdl/l = d inFindings

When a group on two or more levels is manipilated, the 
computer displays all level changes - even on levels turned 
"off". This is very annoying and time consuming because 
levels turned "off" are now visible and clutter the portion 
of the drawing being worked on. Extremely complicated 
levels with arcs and circles take the most time to become 
visible on the screen. The user may have to wait several 
minutes for all objects of a group to be drawn on all 
levels. The user then has to "sKetch" the screen in order 
for levels turned "off" to disappear from the screen. This 
also takes additional time to accomplish.

Suggestions
A group is allowed to have a name of up to three 
characters. Window and file names are allowed six and 
seven characters. Since most files contain many groups, 
better usage could be obtained if group names were allowed 
six or seven characters. When the group "Bed" is copied 
ten times, group names assigned to each group are limited 
to a three character series. Such a series might be "BDO" 
to "BD9".
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INCREMENT
Description

It is often difficult to precisely position an object when 
using the cursor as the input device. This problem of 
positioning is due to the visual accuracy of placing the 
cursor exactly on the desired screen location. Even when 
the cursor appears to be at the exact desired location, the 
limitations of the screen resolution can be misleading.
In order to deal with this problem, the Increment and Grid 
"Snap" feature was developed to force (or snap) the cursor 
to a desired location. The two types of "Snap" are :
1. "Increment Snap" forces the cursor to the nearest user

definable * smallest increment', regardless of the
distance between the cursor and the nearest increment. 
When "Increment Snap" is in use, the coordinate dial 
always displays the snapped cursor value (i.e. the 
values displayed are multiples of the smallest 
increment).

2. "Grid Snap" forces the cursor to the nearest grid 
coordinate point. When moving objects or groups, Grid 
Snap forces a reference point of an object or group to 
a grid coordinate point. Fig.15 illustrates this 
concept :

.' O P . '.
. . . .

I

STEP 1 - A D R A W I N G  IS 
P O S I T I O N E D  ON  THE SCR EEN 
AND A C O R N E R  INSTRUCTED 
TO 'SNAP" TO THE NEA REST 
GRI D COORDINA TE.

. . o o  

r . • m -
. . •

STEP 2 - ONC E THE CURSOR 
IS PRESSED, THE D R A W I N G  
•SNAPS' TO THE NEA REST 
GRID COORDINATE.

Fig 15



BASE WINDOW
Description

The TERAK program supposedly enables the user to dimension 
or scale the CRT screen to the users needs. The user 
enters coordinate points for three of the four screen 
corners. The computer automatically calculates the fourth 
screen corner to maintain a base window proportionate to 
the screen.

Use
According to the TERAK manual, the base window is :

"a matter of user preference. For example, if drawing 
a floor plan that is 30 feet by 40 feet, the user might 
want to set the base window to be 30 by 40. Or, if a 
drawing is to be plotted on a 15 inch by 20 inch 
surface, the base window might be set to be 15 by 20."

Findings
Since the TERAK system calculates the fourth corner of the 
base window, it is impossible to assign a window which the 
user can benefit from. If the example of a 30 X 40 window 
as quoted above is attempted, the following base window is 
achieved :

Base Window 
left 00.000 
right 40.000 
bottom 00.000
top 39.867 ( this point is calculated by the

computer)
If the user now decides to use a grid system based on 
multiples of 10 raster dots, the same results are obtained 
as shown in Fig. (16) . The typical user finds the best 
results are obtained when the "default" base window is 
used. Different grid systems for the "default" base window 
are discussed next.
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GRIDS
Description

The grid option allows the user to place up to three 
(horizontal,vertical, and diagonal) grid patterns on the 
screen.

Use
By first selecting a grid system, the user can have a 
visual scale to work with. The grid also acts as an aide 
for placing objects in precise locations on the screen.

Findings
1) The grid function is only useful if set up in multiples 
of five (5) raster dots. 25 raster dots translates from 
the screen to one inch when plotted on the plotter. A grid 
system based on 6.25 raster dots would allow the user to 
lay-out drawings at the customary 1/4" = I'-O" scale. 
Since computer aided drafting systems can not make 
fractions of raster dots, it may become necessary to work 
at a scale of 1/5" or 1/10" = l’-0".
2) The grid function allows the user to base a design on a 
square, rectangular, or even a diamond shaped grid system. 
Rectangle grid systems, for example, can be set up with 
horizontal grid lines spaced 20 screen dots apart, and 
vertical lines at 50 screen dots apart. Grid systems do 
not even have to be set on horizontal or vertical axis'. 
For a diamond shaped system, every other 20th horizontal 
screen dot could be intersected with a 60 degree line, and 
every other 20th vertical dot intersected with a 120 degree 
line.

\ A A A /A AAA
\V >:/\yvv

Rectangular Grid System Diamond Grid System
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GRIDS (Continued)
Findings

3)One problem in working with a grid system based on 
increments not equal to multiples of 5 raster dots, is the 
"non-overlap" of grid lines. It was mentioned in item (1), 
that it was not feasible to set up a grid system based on 
multiples of 6.25 raster dots. When a system based on 
multiples other than of 5 raster dots is attempted, the 
grid system on the screen appears as overlays of two 
different grid systems. The problem of "non-overlap" is 
also evident when attempting to set up a diamond shaped 
grid system. Fig 16 illustrates this problem :

System based on a 6.25 X 6.25 
Rectangular Grid

System based on a 
Diamond Grid

Fig 16

Since the base window is set for 319 horizontal and 239 
vertical raster dots, it causes the problem of 
"non-overlap" with the Diamond shaped grid system. It 
seems that the 60 degree axis begins at the left side of 
the screen and the 120 degree axis at the right side. If 
both axis' started at the same point, non- overlap would 
not be a problem for the diamond grid system. The problem 
could also be resolved if the screen had a "default" base 
window of 320 horizontal and 240 vertical raster dots.
The Length to Height ratio of the screen is 9 : 7
(1.334728). If a ratio of 10 : 8 (1.25) were used, users
could define base windows much easier.
4) For convenience, a grid system based on 10 raster dots 

is used to lay out the apartment complex floor plan. 
Each grid on the screen represents a 2'-0" X 2'-0" 
module. Intermediate raster dots represent l'-0" on the screen.
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Several differences between TERAK and more sophisticated 
CAD systems are worth noting. Hardware and software 
features which TERAK lacks are discussed. Many features, 
especially software related, could easily be resolved. 
Features which could be included on TERAK are listed in a 
suggested order of implementation.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE DIFFERENCES
1) As discussed in SCALE, no apparent relationship exists 

between the TERAK digitizer and plotter. This problem is 
not encountered on more sophisticated CAD.

Sophisticated CAD Example -
A drawing traced on a digitizer plots at the same scale 
on the plotter :

Floor Plan Traced 
on Digitizer

Floor Plan Output 
on Plotter

TERAK System Example -
A drawing traced on a digitizer plots approximately 1.36 
times larger than input on the digitizer :

t i / H
Floor Plan Traced 

on Digitizer
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Software Differences
2) Sophisticated CAD systems have the concept of "Nesting" 

groups. Nesting is best illustrated in the following 
examples :

Sophisticated CAD System -
A floor plan may be a group with additional furniture 
groups inside it. Moving the floor plan results in 
groups "nested" inside it to move with the floor plan. 
Each furniture group can subsequently be modified.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)

n
o

The Group "Floor Plan" 
is drawn and has nested 
furniture groups within it.

i n

□
=— v i

When the group "Floor Plan" 
is moved to a new location, 
furniture groups within it 
are also moved.

TERAK System Example -
Moving a floor plan stored separately from furniture 
groups results in the furniture groups remaining in the 
initial location before the floor plan was moved. In 
order to move the furniture with the floor plan, each 
piece of furniture must be given the same group name as 
the floor plan. After the image on the screen is moved, 
furniture groups have to again be given individual names 
if each is to be individually modified.

Furniture groups have indi
vidual names separate from 
the floor plan.

When the floor plan is 
moved, the furniture 
groups remain behind.
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Software Differences
3) Detail and Corner Intersections 
Discussion -

Sophisticated CAD systems have the ability to
automatically make lines at wall and doorway openings 
intersect. Lines actually intersect at corners and 
doorway openings in much the same way that lines "snap" 
to grid points as discussed in INCREMENT. Variations of 
this feature include the relocation of a window in a 
wall when another wall is introduced in a room which 
intersects the window. In this case, the window will 
automatically move to one side of the introduced wall.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)

Introduced wall

INITIAL PLAN

Window has moved

RESULTING PLAN
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Software Differences
4) Sophisticated CAD systems allow groups to be scaled in 

either an "X" or "Y" direction.
Sophisticated CAD Example -

Suppose a user decides to eliminate 51-0N from the 
entire length of length of a floor plan. Several 
sophisticated CAD systems allow users to "cut" a S'-O" 
length from a desired portion of the floor plan. Other 
CAD systems allow drawings to scale a floor plan along 
the length of the floor plan and do not affect width.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)

b

□  □

Initial Floor 
Plan

S’-O" cut from the length of the floor 
plan, or, a portion of the floor plan 
scaled to a smaller size.

TERAK System Example -
Scaling a floor plan has to be accomplished in the 
"Group Modify" menu. When a floor plan is scaled, all 
dimensions are proportionately scaled. In other words, 
if the length of a floor plan is scaled to 75% of the 
original length, the width will also scale to 75%. The 
only way to effectively scale the floor plan in only one 
direction is to scale each individual line composing the 
length of the floor plan.

S
il Floor 
Plan

Resulting plan when all lines 
for the floor plan are scaled 
to 75%.
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Hardware Differences
/

1) The procedures used to "Window" in and out on a drawing 
are different, more difficult, and time consuming than 
for more sophisticated CAD.

Sophisticated CAD Discussion -
A preferred procedure for windowing in and out on 
drawings actually entails software as well as hardware 
differences. The hardware differences lie in the use of 
"joy sticks" which are pushed forward to make images on 
the screen appear closer, and pulled backwards to make 
images appear farther away. Moving joy sticks to the 
left or right enables the user to have a panoramic view 
of images on the screen and moves portions of the view 
on and off the screen.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)

TERAK System Discussion -
TERAK does not have a joystick, so the windowing process 
is manipulated with the keyboard, cursor, and digitizer. 
Windowing is very cumbersome because commands within the 
"Window" menu must be selected before the windowing 
process is started. After the Window menu is entered 
and window commands (windowing in, out, to the base 
window, and so forth) are entered, the user must define 
two opposite corners of a rectangle which surround the 
image to be enlarged or reduced. Experience shows that 
users don't know what view to expect when "windowing 
out" on a drawing.
After windowing, the entire screen image has to be 
redrawn. The time TERAK takes to redraw images for new 
windows can be very annoying. More sophisticated CAD 
allow users to obtain instantaneous results when using 
joysticks, and users feel as if they are interacting 
more directly with the system when using joysticks. 
Grid patterns on the screen get larger and smaller as 
the joystick is moved forwards and backwards.
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Hardware Differences
2) Sophisticated CAD systems have a larger CRT, and many 

systems have two screens. One screen is dedicated to 
graphics and the other for menus, commands, and 
information.

Discussion -
Although some of the more sophisticated CAD systems 
have two screens, this does not necessarily mean that 
two screens are better than one. It seems that two 
screens and an elaborate keyboard and digitizer actually 
compound procedures to input information. Two screens, 
an elaborate keyboard, and a digitizer require not only 
more procedures to input information, but also take up 
much more space, radiate more heat, and costs many times 
more than systems with one CRT. Systems with a single 
CRT have the advantage of keeping a workstation small 
and manageable for users to operate. Two-screen systems 
tend to be spread out and force users to continually 
move about from the screens, keyboard, and digitizer 
during the input process.
As mentioned in SYSTEM COMPONENTS, TERAK has commands 
and information located at the same location as drawings 
being input. Several CAD systems have the same 
arrangement, but commands and information are located at 
a separate area of the screen away from drawings. This 
eliminates information "clutter" present on the TERAK 
terminal. Although a larger screen is preferred, the 
present screen would be acceptable if information and 
command listings were isolated to a separate area from 
drawings.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)
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COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued) 
Hardware Differences

3) Pen plotters compared to Electrostatic Plotters
Electrostatic Plotter Discussion -

Electrostatic plotters are hardware devices which can be 
used with almost any CAD system. Electrostatic plotters 
operate by spraying electrically charged ink particles 
onto sheets of velum or mylar. The ink is sprayed 
through devises called "nibs" located on a plotting bar 
which passes once over a drawing sheet. These nibs 
spray drawing lines and text onto the paper.
Approximately 200 nibs per inch are located on the 
plotting bar. An electrostatic plotter for 30 inch wide 
paper will have, therefore, approximately 6000 nibs. 
Different line weights, style, density, or colors are 
plotted instantaneously at a rate of 1 inch per second. 
A 30" wide plotter would plot 30" X 36" drawings in 
approximately 36 seconds irrelevant of the amount of 
drawing detail.

Pen Plotter Discussion -
Pen plotters are extremely slow and cumbersome in 
comparison to electrostatic plotters. Pen plotters have 
limitations as to number of pens a plotter will hold and 
type and quality of pens used. The TERAK DMP-7 plotter, 
for example, has only one pen position, requires pens 
costing $4.00 each for felt tipped pens, and $8.00 each 
for ball point pens. Felt tipped pens have a life 
expectancy of approximately 2-4 hours due to ink 
evaporation and becoming soft and worn out from hitting 
the plotter too hard. The pens are also not refillable.
Detailed drawings done on even the most expensive and 
sophisticated CAD systems can take up to 1 1/2 hours to 
plot. A firm expecting to plot large quantities of 
drawings should seriously consider electrostatic 
plotters. Electrostatic plotters which can load drawing 
sheets automatically and execute plots for each sheet in 
a set of working drawings could feasibly replace 50 - 60 
mechanical pen plotters.
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Hardware Differences
4) Disc Drive and Memory Shortage 
Discussion -

The most sophisticated CAD systems have extremely 
durable and precisely engineered disc drive units. 
Larger disc drives and the use of hard instead of floppy 
discs give systems more memory storage, are more 
durable, and provide longer life span to discs than does 
the TERAK system.
8" floppy discs used on TERAK have an average life 
expectancy of 120 hours. The TERAK disc drive unit 
actually wears out the magnetized mylar surface of the 
floppy disc. This renders information on discs 
unuseable and impossible to retrieve.
Limited memory storage of floppy discs creates many 
problems with the processes of creating drawings. This 
is illustrated for the Site Plan drawing in DRAWING 
DOCUMENTATION. Merging many files to create one drawing 
is extremely frustrating and time consuming.
Another problem of limited memory storage is manifested 
when drawings are plotted. TERAK does not allow users 
to work on another drawing at the same time the plotter 
is in operation. Information is sent from the CPU to 
the plotter in limited amounts. Since the plotter does 
not receive all information at once for a drawing, users 
waste time waiting for drawings to plot. Once users 
notices that a problem has risen such as dry ink pens, 
incorrect size or color of pens used, or errors in 
drawings, the plot sequence can not be aborted 
immediately. Experience has demonstrated that plotters 
may continue to plot for 10 or more minutes after 
instructed to abort the plot.

COMPARISON TO SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS (Continued)
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SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
Suggested improvements for TERAK are provided to suggest 
aspects which could be evaluated for any CAD system. 
Improvements are divided into two categories. The first 
category is abstracted from TERAK CONCEPTS, INPUT MODES, 
and DESIGN PROPERTIES and deals with concepts and features 
TERAK has, but need refining. The second set of suggested 
improvements are abstracted from COMPARISON TO 
SOPHISTICATED CAD SYSTEMS.
Summary of Suggested Improvements from TERAK Concepts, Input 
Modes, and Design Properties :
1) TERAK should separate information for menus, commands, 

and information from graphics on the screen as 
discussed in MENUS.

2) TERAK should have the ability to reset the Coordinate 
Grid System to (0,0) if a drawing is moved off the 
"Main Quadrant" as discussed in REAL WORLD COORDINATES.

3) TERAK should have the ability to scale objects such as 
a rectangle along only the "X" or "Y" axis as discussed 
in OBJECTS.

4) TERAK should have the ability to enter paragraphs of 
Text without having to re-enter the "Text" command 
after a single line of text is entered. This is also 
discussed in OBJECTS.

5) TERAK needs to improve the Template Object function so 
points defining template objects do not correspond to 
grid lines on the screen and consequently get masked as 
discussed in TEMPLATE OBJECTS.

6) As discussed in SCALE, TERAK should enable users to use 
an easily definable scale. Drawings should plot at the 
same scale as input on the digitizer. Dimensioning of 
drawings should be integrated with the scale used, and 
not have to be modified after dimension numbers appear 
on the screen.

7) As discussed in LINE STYLE, a more discernable
difference in line styles should be offered. Lines 
should begin and end with the same stroke. Plotters 
should also be able to change freely from one line
style to another.

8) Manipulating a group on several levels should not
display level changes on levels turned "off" as 
discussed in GROUPS. Users should have more than three 
characters available to assign group names.

9) Users should be able to initiate any grid system
desired and not have to worry about "non-overlap" of 
grid systems as discussed in BASE WINDOW and GRIDS.
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SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS (Continued)
Summary of Suggested Improvements from Comparison to Sophisticated
CAD Systems :
Software Suggestions

1) TERAK should allow groups and even entire drawing files 
to scale along only the "X" or "Y" axis of the Grid 
Coordinate System.

2) TERAK should allow for nesting of groups.
3) Automatic line intersection at wall corners and door 

openings would greatly enhance TERAK, but represents 
the most difficult programming problem to solve.

Hardware Suggestions
1) A revision of the Window menu would also enhance TERAK, 

but represents many hardware and software problems 
to resolve.

2) A larger CRT would make TERAK more feasible, but 
separation of information from graphics would be an 
acceptable alternative.

3) Electrostatic plotters are more desirable than 
mechanical pen plotters. An investigation determining 
whether an electrostatic plotter can be used with TERAK 
should be undertaken.

4) Secondary memory storage which is more durable and uses 
a better storage medium than floppy discs needs to be 
available for TERAK.

5) TERAK operates much slower than the most sophisticated 
CAD systems. However, in side by side comparisons with 
systems costing $50,000 to $60,000 per workstation (the 
Tektronix System for example), TERAK does quite well.
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PHASE 11
Purpose

The Second Phase of this Report takes an 
architectural project already designed 
and drawn, and translates portions of 
the project documents onto the TERAK 
system. The apartments selected were 
designed by Professor Franklin S. Flint 
of the College of Architecture at the 
University of Arizona for an apartment 
complex in Tucson, Arizona.
The drawings illustrate strategies, 
major concepts, menus used, and 
techniques required to complete a set of 
working drawings. Suggestions for 
avoiding difficulties and streamlining 
the input process are also discussed.
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DRAWING 1
Description

The grid on the opposite page is a representation of a 10 X 
10 grid as appears on the screen.

The grid is initialized in the "Defaults" menu and set up 
as follows :

Grids do not actually plot onto paper when a drawing is 
plotted. In order to represent a grid system, lines of 5
periods (............ ) with the "Text" command of the
"Add" menu were , input over sets of 5 grid dots on the 
screen.
Once one line of periods is placed, copies of the line are 
positioned on subsequent strings of five grid dots. Two 
separate files are used because the limit of 499 objects 
(in this case 499 lines of text) is reached in the first 
file. This limitation problem immediately poses serious 
constraints on users.

Procedure

Grids
spacing [10 
spacing [10 
spacing --

angle [0| 
angle [90| 
angle ---

Input Time - 01:20:00
Output Time - 00:17:00
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DRAWING 2
Description

A Title block is input because it helps users visualize 
relationships of different drawings on a screen. The title 
block can be drawn once and copied into subsequent 
workfiles.

The grids as illustrated in DRAWING 1 are initiated. Lines 
for the title block could be input with 8 single lines, or 
with 2 rectangles. Two rectangles are preferred because 
they occupy 6 less object memory space in the file than 8 
individual lines.
The following properties are assigned to the title block :

After the title block is input on the screen, the drawing 
is filed under the name "Draw.2".

Procedure

Level 63
Group Name - TTL

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:01:45 
00:00:25 
2 objects
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DRAWING 3
Description

A basic floor plan for the apartment unit is input onto the 
computer in order to generate subsequent floor plans.

Procedure
The title block is brought onto the screen from the file 
"Draw.2". The plan is then positioned on the digitizer and 
traced with the cursor.
The following properties are assigned to the floor plan :

Level - 1
Group Name - AL1

After the drawing is input onto the computer, the drawing 
is saved as the file "DRAW.3".

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

- 01:05:00
- 00:02:45
- 73 objects
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DRAWING 4
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates the concept of 
Levels. Level 1 is assigned to the floor plan AL1, Level 2 
is assigned room identification names. Level 3 has 
furniture groups, and Level 4 has window and doors 
assigned.

Procedure
The file "Draw.3" is called from memory and scaled to 50 % 
of the original size. Properties for objects on each level 
are assigned as follows :

) 
i1

AL1 
AL2 
AL3 
AL4

3
CHI (LR Chair)
CH2 (BR Chair)
BSD (Bed)
COU (Couch)
CON (Counter and chairs)
TBL (Table)
DRS (BR Dresser)
ENT (LR End table)

After the floor plan is input on the screen, the drawing is 
filed under the name "DRAW.4". By this time, the reader 
should note that documentation becomes very complex for a 
simple drawing. 14 groups and 5 levels (including the 
Title Block) have been used. The drawing is a reduction of 
four separate sheets copied onto one page.

Input Time - 03:40:00
Output Time - 00:07:20
Object Number - 361

FLOOR PLAN 
Level
Group Names -

FURNITURE
Level
Group Names

ROOM IDENTIFICATION
Level - 2
Group Name - IDN

DOORS AND WINDOWS
Level - 4
Group Name - D&W
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DRAWING 5
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates the concepts 
of Windowing.

Procedure
Step 1 calls the file "DRAW.4" from memory. All groups are 
deleted except for AL1, TTL, and the Furniture Groups.
This results in only objects on levels 1,2, and 63 being in 
the workfile. The "Window" menu is entered and the "In" 
command executed. The area "Windowed In" is represented by 
the dotted rectangle in the drawing labeled "Step 1"
Step 2 illustrates the result of windowing in on a portion 
of a drawing.
Step 3 illustrates kitchen and bathroom fixtures added to 
the drawing when the window is still enlarged. Fixtures 
are added on level 5, so the following properties are 
needed :

Level - 5
Group Names - TOI (Toilet)

BAT (Bath tub)
SIN (Sink)
STO (Stove)
REF (Refrigerator)
KS1 (Kitchen Sink 1)
KS2 (Kitchen Sink 2)
CTR (Kitchen Counter)

Step 4 illustrates the result after the View on the screen 
is returned to the "Base" window.
After the fixtures are input on the screen, the drawing is 
saved as "DRAW.5".

Input Time - 00:15:00
Output Time - 00:04:30
Object Number - 390 objects in drawing for Step 4 (*)

* The number of objects equals 390 even though many groups 
were deleted. The objects were deleted from the screen 
but are still stored in the computer memory. If the 
user wanted to, deleted objects could be "Undeleted" to 
become visible on • the screen. "Crunching" the file 
would be the only way to permanently delete the 
unnecessary objects.
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DRAWING 6
The drawing on the opposite page illustrates the same 
concepts as illustrated in "DRAWING 4" with the exception 
that only one floor plan is plotted in four separate 
locations on the paper. Different levels can be turned on 
or off each time the floor plan is plotted. This procedure 
is accomplished in the "Output" menu with the "Specs" 
command. "Output" menu. The specs command defines exact 
boundaries where screen images are to plot on paper.
The advantage of using the Specs command is that the number 
of objects in files are minimized. Since a single floor 
plan is drawn in four locations, a savings of 225 objects 
in memory can be incurred. (AL1 has 75 objects : 3 copies 
of AL1 would total 225 objects).
The major disadvantage of using the "Specs" command is that 
specs can not be saved and combined into one plot command. 
Each time Drawing 6 is plotted, 5 plot commands must be 
issued for the drawing. Specs output are also not 
transferrable from file to file.
The opposite page also illustrates the bed in the upper 
right hand corner of the drawing being rotated and moved in 
the lower two drawings. A copy of the chair in the living 
room was also made and placed in the bed room.
The drawing does not have to be saved in a new file since 
only plot specs were used on DRAWING 4.

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

01:15:00 
00:07:40 
103 objects
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DRAWING 7
Description

Unit "ELI" on the opposite page is a modified copy of 
"ALl".

Procedure
The file "DRAW.3" is brought onto the screen. A copy of 
ALl is made, imaged across a vertical axis, and assigned 
the group name "ELI". Before any lines can be added to 
ELI, the Default Properties should be initialized as 
follows :

Level - 1
Group Name - ELI

After ELI is input, the file is saved as "Draw.7".
Input Time - 01:45:00
Output Time - 00:03:15
Object Number - 171 objects
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DRAWING 8
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates concepts of 
group scaling, group copying, and of file merging.

The file "DRAW.7" is called onto the screen. The group AL1 
and TTL are deleted from the file. The group BL1 is reduced 
and has copies BL2, BL3, and BL4 made. The number of 
objects approximately totals 400. Since a limit of 499 
objects per file is imposed, no room for copies of AL1 is 
available.
The copies of BL1 must be stored in a file (say Draw.8B) 
and then plotted. After plotted, DRAW.8B is put back into 
memory. DRAW.7 is then called back onto the screen and AL1 
is reduced and copies AL2, AL3, and AL4 are made. The 
title block, copies of AL1, and text are stored in a 
separate file (say DRAW.8A) and plotted on the same paper 
as DRAW.8B

Procedure

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:35:00
00:12:30
approximately 700 objects
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DRAWING 9
Description

Units for handicapped residents (HD1 and HD2) are modified 
from AL1. BL1 is then modified to become two-bath; two bed 
room units (CL1 thru CL4).

Procedure
File merging must be accomplished as illustrated in DRAWING 
8. When a group is copied and given a new group name, 
properties remain the same except for the group name. If 
modifications to a group are made, group names 
in "Defaults” has to be changed.
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DRAWING 10
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates merging of 
groups.

The file "DRAW.7" is brought onto the screen. AL1 and BL1 
are positioned so that they share a common wall between 
them. Common walls are modified as necessary to remove 
extra lines. Lines are scaled to shorter lengths when they 
overlap other lines.
Two procedures can be accomplished which will result in 
both groups merging into one group. The most cumbersome 
procedure is to save the file as "DRAW.10", bring DRAW.10 
back onto the screen and put all objects in an initial 
default group name. Both floor plans and Title Block are 
now treated as one group.
An easier procedure to merge the two groups is to enter the 
"Properties" command within the "Group" menu and change the 
Group name of AL1 to BL1. This procedure can be 
extrapolated to include as many floor plans as required. 
Twenty units could be merged into one group and treated as 
an individual block of units. The file could then be saved 
as "DRAW.10".

Procedure

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:20:00 
00:02:15 
148 objects
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DRAWING 11
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates how combined 
units can act as one group. Additional information added 
does not necessarily have to be assigned new properties.

Procedure
The file "Draw.10" is brought onto the screen and all 
objects are assigned a new group name (say AL1). Added 
objects could still be input on different levels but 
maintain the same group name. When a group is moved, 
rotated, or scaled, all objects act in unison and not as 
illustrated in GROUPS on page 34.
Once a line is drawn, the simplest way to input additional 
lines of the same length is to copy the initial line into 
subsequent positions.
The following properties are assigned to the drawing :

Level - 7
Group Name - AL1

After all information is input, the drawing is saved as the file 
"Draw.11".

Input Time - 00:57:00
Output Time - 00:04:45
Object Number - 350 objects
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DRAWING 12
Description

The laundry plan on the opposite page illustrates ways to 
minimize object storage in memory and time taken to input 
drawings.

A grid system is initiated as illustrated in DRAWING 1 and 
properties assigned in the "Defaults" menu. An example of 
the properties assigned for the laundry facility follows :

Each wall is input with rectangles. Doing this not only 
saves object storage space in memory, but also saves input 
time. The more sophisticated CAD systems actually allow 
users to input walls in a similiar manner and automatically 
make walls joints so that corners and intersections do not 
overlap.
In many cases, it is not feasible to assign group names to 
objects until all objects are input. Names of groups can 
be modified in the "Properties" command of the "Modify" 
menu. This saves time because "menu hopping" as discussed 
in MENUS is avoided.
The washers and dryers in the laundry facility do not have 
to be assigned individual group names since they can be 
modified as objects within the "Modify" menu instead of the 
"Group" menu.
After input, the drawing is saved in the file "DRAW.12".

Procedure

Level
Group Name

1
LAU (Laundry)

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:12:00 
00:01:45 
49 objects
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DRAWING 13
Description

The drawing on the opposite page and the following 5 pages 
illustrates how file merging can be accomplished. The 
merging illustrates not only how files are merged as a tool 
for plotting, but also as accomplished on the more 
sophisticated CAD systems without memory limitations.

The file for DRAWING 11 is brought to the screen. A copy 
of the group "ALl" is made, but the copy retains the group 
name ALl.
Once a drawing is taken off the screen, it is difficult for 
users to remember exactly where the drawing was positioned 
on the screen. For this reason, a Site Plan base file is 
created and positioned on the screen as a reference guide 
for subsequent files. Each block represents a combination 
of 4 units.
The base file for the Site Plan base file is saved as the 
file "DRAW.13".

Procedure

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

01:45:00 
00:01:45 
34 Objects
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DRAWING 14
Description

File merging (Continuation of DRAWING 13 for the Site Plan) 
Procedure

The Files for DRAWING 11 and DRAWING 13 are simultaneously 
brought onto the,screen. The title block appears in both 
files and is deleted from one file. Copies of the paired 
floor plan are made and the resulting four units given a 
new group name "BKA" (Block A). BKA is scaled to 20% of 
its original size. A copy of BKA is given the group name 
"BKB" (Block B). Each group is then positioned directly 
over the corresponding block outline and the block outline 
is deleted.
The drawing is then plotted and saved as the file 
"Draw.14".

Input Time - 00:35:00
Output Time - 00:12:50
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DRAWING 15
Description

File merging (continuation of DRAWING 13 and DRAWING 14) 
Procedure

1) The file for DRAWING 14 is brought onto the screen.
2) The group BKA is imaged onto Block E and given a new 

group name "BKE".
3) The group BKB is then imaged onto Block D and given the 

new group name "BKD".
4) The outline blocks for D and E are deleted.
5) The outline blocks for A and B are undeleted.
6) The drawing is plotted and saved as the file "DRAW.15".

Input Time - 00:25:00
Output Time - 00:12:00
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DRAWING 16
Description

File merging (continuation of Drawing 13 and 15).
Procedure

1) The file for DRAWING 15 is brought onto the screen.
2) The group BKE is moved over the outline of Block C and 

renamed as the group "BKC" (Block C).
3) The group BKD is deleted.
4) The outline blocks for D and E are undeleted.
5) The commons plan is brought onto the screen, reduced to 

20%, and positioned over the Commons Block outline.
6) The laundry plan is brought onto the screen, reduced to 

20%, and positioned over the Laundry Block outline.
7) The block outlines for Blocks C, Laundry, and Commons 

are deleted.
8) The drawing is plotted and saved as the file "DRAW.16".

Input Time - 01:25:00
Output Time - 00:13:15
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DRAWING 17
Description

File merging (Combination of DRAWINGS 14, 15, and 16) for
final Site Plan Drawing.

Procedure
1) The file for DRAWING 14 is brought onto the screen. All 

block outlines are deleted.
2) DRAWING 14 is plotted. Paper remains on the plotter 

after plotting.
3) The file for DRAWING 14 is put back into computer 

memory. The file for DRAWING 15 is brought onto the 
screen and all block outlines are deleted.

4) DRAWING 15 is plotted. Paper remains on the plotter 
after plotting.

5) The file for DRAWING 15 is put back into computer 
memory. The file for DRAWING 16 is brought onto the 
screen and all block outlines are deleted.

6) DRAWING 16 is plotted and then put back into computer 
storage.

The resulting drawing can not be saved as a single file and
must be "pasted” together as illustrated in the fiveprevious drawings.

Output Time - 02:45:00
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DRAWING 18
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates many of the 
concepts illustrated throughout this report. Can you 
determine which objects were copied and which combinations of objects compose groups?

Input Time - 02:35:00
Output Time - 00:05:15

X
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DRAWING 19
Description

The drawing on the opposite page illustrates how sections 
and details may be input on CAD systems.

The roof section should be entered as a single group. 
Cross-hatching could be input on different levels and 
turned "off" when such detail is not required. Notice that 
all lines an the roof section are straight.
Many lines for the foundation section on the following page 
are arcs. The TERAK system takes approximately 3 to 4 
times longer to draw arcs than single straight lines. When 
images on the screen are "sKetched", arcs also take an 
extraordinary amount of time to come into view.

Procedure

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:45:00 
00:04:30 
147 objects
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DRAWING 20
Description

The foundation detail on the opposite page illustrates 
reasons why arcs and curves for cross-hatching are not very 
practical to input on TERAK. The time TERAK takes to plot 
this drawing is 2.4 times longer than the roof section for 
DRAWING 19.

Input Time 
Output Time 
Object Number

00:53:00 
00:13:45 
417 objects
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PHASE III
Purpose

Since early 1960's, the architectural 
profession has witnessed many new 
strategies and equipment to produce 
projects faster and less expensively. 
The purpose of this report phase is to 
provide a perspective on relationships 
between computers and architecture and 
how the purchase of a CAD system will 
have profound affects on an architectural 
firm.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Description

For purposes of this report, the following definitions of 
periods are used. Four distinct periods have signaled 
changes affecting the architectural field. These four 
periods illustrate what technologies have generally been 
accessible to the architectural field. The periods do not 
discuss experimental or research related work done at major 
colleges or universities.

First Period (1960's)
The introduction of systems overlay drafting which uses 
clear acetate sheets as a medium. These acetate sheets 
overlay one on top of another, and enable a floor plan to 
be drawn on one sheet. Structural, electrical, mechanical, 
and other disciplines are drawn on sheets overlaying the 
initial base drawing. The combination of overlay drafting 
systems with composite drawing combinations also resulted 
in labor savings. Particular details are reduced or 
enlarged and copies used as repetitive elements. Common 
elements are stored in a library of files for future use. 
Changes made on one drawing do not generally have an effect 
on other drawings.
Computer programs were only research related and not 
generally available to the architectural profession. 
Generally, architects did not become interested in systems 
drafting or computer programs because of implementation 
costs for such systems, and also because architects were 
afraid of losing control of projects.

Second Period (early 1970's)
The introduction of word processing and accounting systems 
into many business applications. Word processing was an 
excellent application for writing project specifications. 
Architects again were not generally interested in word 
processing. Two-dimensional computer drafting systems were 
introduced, but economically unavailable to architecture.

Third Period '(late 1970's)
Programs were developed enabling architects and engineers 
to calculate building loads, heat gain and loss, to analyze 
site conditions, and to evaluate many other design 
considerations.
Three-dimensional wire modeling was developed and enabled 
architects to view building outline and form from different 
angles. Two-dimensional drafting system marketing began, 
but drawings were tedious to input and manipulate. Again, 
architects generally did not seriously consider computer 
drafting systems or available programs.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES (Continued)
Fourth Period (early 1980's)

Programs were developed enabling architects to test almost 
any hypothesis for a given project. An integration of data 
bases between different programs reached a highly 
sophiscated level, but were not completely integrated into 
a single CAD system. Also, integration of data bases 
between different computer systems was not fully developed. 
This problem kept the architect's data base from working on 
other systems such as, for example, civil or electrical 
engineers' computers.
Graphics became quite sophisticated and drawings could be 
input and manipulated in a fairly convenient manner. 
Details changed on a floor plan would signal changes to a 
structural or electrical drawing.
Architects began to realize how CAD systems could affect 
their work and became more interested in CAD. However, 
architects don't generally use systems required to create 
drawings by using levels or repetition of elements from a 
library of files (1960's system overlay and composite 
drafting), the tools or systems for editing specifications 
from a standard data base ( early 1970's word processing), 
or how to design buildings with tools which study 
structural loading or heat gain and loss (late 1970's computer programs).
Architects are now contemplating purchasing CAD systems 
costing between $12,000 to $100,000 per workstation without 
fully understanding the implications such systems can have 
on employees, design, or office management.

Information for HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES resulted from 
ideas, discussions, and conclusions of William Mitchell's 
tutorial "Case Studies of Computer Applications in 
Architectural Practice" at the Building Process '83 Conferrence.
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WORK ENVIRONMENT
Description

Office environment affects employees in psycologicalf 
physical, and professional ways. Space planners have found 
work environments should not be based on design, but rather 
on function. The view of the work environment has shifted 
towards the accommodation of task accomplishment, and away 
from work environment soley as a status symbol.
When an architectural firm purchases a CAD system, pressure 
for retrieval or storage of information and material 
becomes as important as the status of individuals. This 
does not, however, eliminate the importance of individual 
status. When designing an office lay-out for a CAD system, 
one of management's prime concerns should be whether the 
layout will promote employee satisfaction, productivity, 
and reduce absenteeism. Factors which impact on office 
production include :

1) Employee participation in the design process of the 
work station environment.

2) Allowing for flexibility of the work environment.
3) Environmental considerations.

Employee participation in the design process
Employees should participate in the design of individual 
work spaces. People are happiest when they have the 
ability to express themselves in their work environment. 
Employees know their own roles best and involvement in 
decisions which affect their environment often influences 
job satisfaction, morale, turnover, and absenteeism.
Presentations should be made to all workers in a firm, and 
not just to the upper etchelons of management. Employees 
should be interviewed often to identify required and 
desired work station components.

Flexibility of Work Environment
Ever changing technology and hardware in CAD systems places 
additional demands on employees. One of the biggest 
factors which results in failure of an architectural office 
is inability to adapt to requirements of new technologies. 
Many offices get tied down to one CAD system and do not 
plan ahead for expansion and exchange of the system. 
Financial requirements for revising and upgrading CAD 
systems can have wide ranging implications which affect 
employees and management.
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Flexibility of Work Environment
An office has to accommodate different work environments as 
automation and CAD systems are introduced. In order to 
accommodate flexibility, many offices implement "open 
office" planning. Benefits of open office system include :

1) flexibility of office spaces
2) enhanced communication between employees and manage

ment.
3) space savings cost
4) lower maintenance costs
5) increased productivity
6) lower remodeling costs

Complaints of the "open - office" system include :
1) lack of privacy
2) loss of individuality
3) excessive noise levels

A short checklist for evaluating effectiveness of an "open- 
office" system includes the following questions :

1) Is the system human factored - do furnishings have 
soft edges, rounded corners, and light weight storage 
doors? Are environmental considerations such as HVAC 
and lighting for the benefit of employees as well as 
system hardware?

2) Can components be adjusted to accommodate individual 
differences in physical height or work habits? Can 
office furnishings be used by either left or right 
handed employees?

3) Can furnishings be adapted and changed with a minimum 
of help or tools?

4) Do furnishings conceal electrical wires or telephone 
cables?

5) Does the "open - office" plan allow for visual and 
acoustical privacy?

6) Does the employee have control over the immediate 
workspace?

WORK ENVIRONMENT (Continued)
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WORK ENVIRONMENT (Continued) 
Environmental Considerations

Environmental considerations affect not only equipment, but 
employees who do and don't work directly with CAD hardware. 
These considerations include :

1) Natural lighting
2) Artificial lighting
3) Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
4) Special electrical requirements
5) Special Security
6) Special space requirements

Natural Lighting
Another important environmental factor for employees is 
access to natural or ambient light. Access to areas of 
natural light such as atriums, windows, or skylights 
help give employees an emotional lift. According to 
recent national surveys, managers are in their workspace 
26% of the time and clerical and staff workers at their 
work stations 35% of the time. Since staff and clerical 
workers are at their work stations longer, many offices 
locate employees nearer windows, atriums, and skylights. 
Allowing employees to sit in these locations enables 
them to work without the aid of artificial lighting, 
helps reduce electrical bills, and often allows for a 
direct ventilation system of heat generated by CAD 
system components.

Artificial Lighting
An expense which many offices overlook when purchasing a 
CAD system is the reworking of office lighting. 
Fluorescent lighting has a detrimental effect on 
employees working on CRT terminals. Raster screen 
images are refreshed at approximately the same frequence 
as fluorescent lighting. A combination of fluorescent 
lighting with a CAD system increases employee fatigue. 
Fluorescent lighting also reflects off the CRT screen. 
Since reflection reduces employee proficiency, 
incandescent lighting in areas with CRT terminals is 
recommended for task lighting.
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Environmental Considerations
Ventilation

Ventilation and special Air Conditioning requirements 
are vitally necessary for many CAD systems. Issues 
which many firms overlook are not environmental 
requirements of the system hardware, but the employee 
environmental requirements. Certain systems require 
an operating temperature of between 68 - 73 degrees 
fahrenheit and a humidity level of between 25 - 35 %. 
CAD systems give off excessive heat and employees can 
become very uncomfortable when working in a hot 
environment. On the other hand, employees become
uncomfortable when a cold room temperature is 
maintained to satisfy CAD system requirements.

Security Requirements
Preventing unauthorized persons from using the CAD 
system can aggravate many employees. Security 
requirements may consist of restricting people from 
using the system or prohibiting employees from
smoking, eating, or drinking in CAD hardware areas. 
An accident involving drinking, smoking, or eating at 
drafting tables is usually restricted to one area. 
The same accident can be devasting to CAD components 
and affect the entire office.

Space Requirements
Many architectural offices have a shortage of space and 
CAD systems usually compound this problem. Space
reorganization and office procedures must normally be 
modified to accomodate a CAD system. "Open - office" 
planning often helps alleviate many space shortages an 
office encounters. However, many firms must either 
relocate, rent larger offices, or build additions onto 
their present buildings.

WORK ENVIRONMENT (Continued)

Information for WORK ENVIRONMENT resulted from ideas, 
discussions, and conclusions of the following individual 
speakers at the Building Process 183 Conferrence : David 
L. Armstrong - Director of the Facilities Management 
Institute, Duane Koenig of Continental Graphics, James M. 
Ingram - Vice President of Leo Daly Company, and David A. 
Wolfberg - owner of A/E firm in Rosslyn, Virginia.
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COSTS TO FIRM
In addition to direct purchase costs of hardware, software, 
and accessories for a CAD system, many "hidden" costs are 
involved. Many hidden costs of a CAD system often occur 
after a system is selected and the computer hardware is 
purchased. Before a CAD system is purchased, various 
system considerations should be studied. These 
considerations include :
1) Analyze services the manufacturer provides for equipment 

maintenance, installation, and warrantees.
2) Analyze services the manufacturer provides for software. 

Will the manufacturer agree to correct any programming 
errors? Exactly which programs does the manufacturer 
have available? What liability does the manufacturer 
provide for defective software?

3) Analyze trade in allowances from the computer vendor if 
system expansion is anticipated.

4) Analyze departmental coordination between sales and the 
operational (training) department of the vendor.

5) Analyze special installation requirements needed such as 
special raised floor systems, air conditioning, and spe
cial electrical systems or fire suppression systems.

6) Analyze and compile a stringent acceptance profile de
tailing what the system is required to do. (Refer to 
IMPLEMENTATION)

7) Analyze and require a written contract acknowledging all 
the system requirements, performance, accessories, 
training of the employees, and services provided by the 
manufacturer.
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Indirect Environmental Costs
1) Electrical systems
2) Dedicated lines
3) HVAC systems
4) Security
5) Renovation
6) Added rent if expansion is required

COSTS TO FIRM (Continued)

Hidden Costs to Firm
1) Loss of business

a) clients wont wait for firm to resume operation
b) clients won't pay for employee training

2) Start up problems
3) Overtime
4) Computer downtime
5) Training downtime
6) Downtime due to lack of employee experience
7) Errors by employees
8) Loss of Data 

Benefits
1) Reduced manhours
2) Reduced errors
3) Depreciation of :

equipment 
furnishings 
office overhead 
software 
hardware

4) Investment tax credits
5) Increased productivity
6) Opening of new markets
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Direct Costs of Computer System Over and Above Hardware and Software 
Costs

1) Hardware costs for equipment such as CRTs, keyboards, 
plotters, printers, disc drives, digitizers, special ink 
pens, and cursors or light pens.

2) Additional software costs needed to operate the system 
effectively.

3) Monthly operating and maintenance costs
4) Installation charges
5) Installation fee for integration of system when two 

vendors are involved.
6) Special wire or cable costs for tying the equipment into 

electrical or telephone systems.
7) Training charges to acquaint employees with the basics 

of the system.
8) Travel and lodging of trainees
9) Interest and premium payments to lending institutions.
10) Additional costs for extra operating manuals.
11) Shipping charges of equipment.
12) Insurance charges which cover equipment transportation, 

installation, and operation. { Lending institutions 
often require comprehensive coverage on loans)

COSTS TO FIRM (Continued)

Information for COSTS TO FIRM resulted from ideas, 
discussions, and conclusions of the following individual 
speakers at the Building Process *83 Conferrence : James 
M. Ingram - Vice President of the Leo Daly Company, and 
David A. Wolfberg of an A/E firm in Rosslyn, Virginia.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Four phases of CAD implementation are recommended before 
system purchase. These phases include an Information 
Gathering Study, a Feasibility Study, Application Study, 
and Implementation Plan. A Post Evaluation Study is also 
recommended approximately 6 months to 1 year after a system 
is installed.

Information Gathering Study
1) Determine needs and goals of firm.
2) Find out what CAD systems will and will not do.
3) Talk to consultants :

Accountant
Lawyer
Banker/Lender
Computers/Graphics expert in architecture field 
(Refer to Computer Consultant Section)

4) Talk to users of other CAD systems and compare their 
expectations with results received.

5) Learn the basic CAD terminology.
Feasibility Study

1) Determine the people who will produce drawings.
2) Identify types of drawings most advantageous to input on 

a CAD system.
3) Determine if the firm has a large enough workload to 

support financing necessary to implement a CAD system.
Application Study

1) Select the three most likely applications for an office 
based on requirements and working capital.

2) Complete a detailed analysis of each system selected.
3) Select one system and determine the changes the office 

would have to make as far as office planning, procedure, 
and personnel are concerned.
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IMPLEMENTATION (Continued)
Implementation Plan

1) State office objectives in terms of dollars and cents.
2) Plan ahead for acquisition and supporting facilities for 

the CAD system.
3) Find a system flexible enough to operate both the 

required components of the system and components which 
would be desired at a future date.

4) Set up office standards and procedures.

Information for IMPLEMENTATION resulted from ideas, 
discussions, and conclusions of the following individual 
speakers at the Building Process 183 Conferrence : James 
M. Ingram - Vice President of the Leo Daly Company, 
William Mitchell - Principal of Computer-Aided Design 
Group, and Joel T. Orr of Orr Associates.
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HIRING A CONSULTANT
Description

There are many excellent reasons to hire consultants to 
recommend CAD systems for a particular office application. 
Consultants have the expertise and practical knowledge to 
assist architects in the CAD system selection process. 
Consultants provide a service to architects much the same 
way that architects provide a service to clients desiring a 
design for a particular project. If the client does not 
proceed with the project, only a relatively small amount 
paid for fees is lost. Architects can however, spend large 
amounts of money on a CAD system which may not meet office 
requirements. Consultants deal with CAD systems on a 
regular basis and are in the best position to recommend 
certain systems for given applications. A consultant 
should be able to recommend ways for an office to save 
money and time even if the firm decides not to purchase a 
CAD system. Several items to investigate before hiring a 
consultant are as follows :

1) Search for a consultant to help select a CAD system. 
Identify hardware and software requirements by working 
with the consultant.

2) Verify the consultant's qualifications by asking for 
references of previous clients. Contact the references, 
as most references are willing to discuss consultants 
qualifications, personality, and fees. References can 
also identify where the consultant failed to provide a 
desired result for a firm.

3) Provide the consultant with an analysis of background 
work relevant to the application being automated. 
Provide continual feedback on the firm's desires and 
expectations for performance before system selection.

4) Supervise testing of the new system with the consultant 
and manufacturer. Help identify shortcomings and initi
ate adjustments to both hardware and software.

5) Educate employees about the functional and operational 
procedures of the system. Have the consultant help 
implement the system into a suggested office routine.

6) Maintain a liason with the consultant if services are 
still required to support and update the system. Keep 
users informed of any changes and updates, and have the 
consultant evaluate the system and procedures every 3 to 
6 months.
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ACQUISITION PROBLEMS
There are three basic phases a firm will go through after 
the decision to purchase a CAD system has been made.

Phase I
The office renovation and rearangement necessary to house 
the system hardware. This is covered in greater detail in 
WORK ENVIRONMENT. Requirements could include building a 
new space needing a raised floor system, special air 
conditioning, and hundreds of feet of cable and conduit.

Phase II
Once a system is installed, management usually identifies 
experienced employees to train on the system. However, 
experienced employees often perform poorly on the system 
and can become quite resentful towards both the CAD system 
and fellow employees whose performance increases after CAD 
system acquisition.
After employees learn to operate the CAD system, these 
employees can begin taking advantage of the system by 
disregarding security precautions or by allowing other 
employees to use it. Also, it is very difficult to measure 
the amount of work an employee accomplishes if entire 
drawings are stored in computer memory.

Long Term Problems
If management does not market the CAD system, the financial 
base supporting the CAD system can deteriorate. Management 
must strive to get the system to grow despite a slow 
economy, initial employee disenchantment, and hardware or 
software problems which arise. If more than one shift is 
used, a firm with only two work stations can only train 
additional employees after new workstations are purchased. 
This results in more down time of the system and assumes 
that employees working on the system are versatile enough 
to translate their knowledge to others.
Another problem encountered with CAD systems is management 
and customer demands to constantly modify a project. 
Although this is one of the strongest selling points of CAD 
systems, constant revisions can push a project further and 
further behind schedule simply because revisions seem so 
easy to make.
Information for ACQUISITION PROBLEMS resulted from ideas, 
discussions, and conclusions of the following individual 
speakers at the Building Process '83 Conferrence : David 
L. Armstrong - Director of Facilities Management 
Institute, James M. Ingram - Vice President of Leo Daly 
Company, Natalie L. Leighton of Skidmore, Owens, and 
Merrill (and the draft of her book - Computers in 
Architectural Practice), and Eric Teicholz - President of Graphics Systems.
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MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Description

Problems firms have experienced after purchasing a CAD 
system inlude : lack of qualified employees to operate the 
system, loss of production time, loss of experienced 
employees, the need to hire additional work shifts, the 
need to reconsider fee structure, inability to expand the 
CAD system, and lack of management committment for CAD.

Issues
1) Since CAD systems are relatively new to architecture,

finding people to manage and operate these systems can 
be difficult or impossible. Employees just entering the 
architecture field are probably more willing to work on 
CAD systems than older professionals who are more likely 
to be in management positions. Many experienced
employees are afraid of not being able to adjust to 
changes CAD systems impose and of consequently losing 
their jobs.

2) The use of standard architectural details on CAD is a 
form of "electronic cutting and shuffling" of details. 
This concept of detail cutting and shuffling is not new 
to experienced employees. These experienced employees, 
however, are not likely to understand the concepts or 
procedures necessary to compose drawings using 
"electronic cutting and shuffling" on CAD systems. New 
employees, however, may be willing to work on CAD 
systems, but not understand the concepts of cutting and 
shuffling.

3) Another issue managers must decide is the procedure for 
billing clients when CAD is used on a project. In the 
past, architects have based fees on the amount of time 
taken to produce a design and documentation for a 
project, or the fees have been based on a percentage of 
the project cost. Once many clients discover that an 
architectural firm has a CAD system, the firm is often 
asked to charge lower fees. Clients think the computer 
saves the architect money by making a project easier to 
accomplish. Architects should persuade clients that a 
better architectural product is incurred. Basing fees 
on a percentage of the total project seems to be the 
only way to viably bill a client.

4) A decision as to which drawings should be done on the 
system and those by hand have to be made, since 
efficiency lays in repetition of drawing elements.
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MANAGEMENT ISSUES (Continued)
Issues

5) Many production hours are lost when a CAD system is 
introduced because of initial equipment malfunction. 
When an employee misses work, has personal problems, or 
makes drastic mistakes, the employee can be replaced. 
Replacing a $100,000 CAD system is not feasible when 
dealing with hardware or software deficiencies.

6) Experienced employees are often replaced when not able 
to adapt to CAD systems. Firms are not able to keep 
employees who have lost their value to the firm because 
of the employees inability to adapt to new procedures or 
requirements.

7) Firms with expensive CAD systems have to hire additional 
work shifts. The only way to amortise an expensive CAD 
system, other than with investment tax credits, is to 
continually operate the system to shorten the payback 
period of the system. Having more than one work shift 
causes new problems of managing different shifts and 
projects among the different shifts.

8) Many firms only purchase two workstations because of the 
initial financial burden of a CAD system. Expansion of 
the CAD is considered once a system becomes operational 
and an increase of business occurs. This expansion of 
the system requires new terminals and hardware, more 
space requirements, and environmental considerations as 
discussed in WORK ENVIRONMENT.

9) The Central Processing Unit (CPU) may be unable to 
support the additional workstations required. Expansion 
of the CAD system should be studied before any system is 
purchased. Space requirements as discussed in WORK 
ENVIRONMENT should also be considered before purchase.

10) Documentation of all drawings must be maintained and 
strictly enforced. Drawings are assembled with many 
groups and with the merging of files. Even the plot 
commands instructing the plotter where to position a 
drawing on the paper has to be documented. The problem 
of changing a set of drawings after time has elapsed and 
employees have been fired or quit the job is crucial. 
When an employee leaves, all the knowledge about a 
drawing leaves with the employee, unless full
documentation about the drawing has been maintained. 
Drawing documentation can be very time consuming and 
result in a lot of paper work for employees. The 
problem of being able to change a set of drawings occurs 
even when the same employee changes the drawings two or 
three years after first accomplished.
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EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS
A desirable candidate for employment in the computer 
department of an architectural firm would have both an 
architectural and computer science background. This 
background gives potential employees the necessary skills, 
terminology, and concepts to be familiar with most CAD 
systems. Although many architectural schools have recently 
been adding computer courses to their curriculum, a person 
with practical experience in both fields is hard to find. 
Since this is so, firms are left with two choices. These 
choices are to either train an architect essential computer 
skills, or to teach a computer scientist necessary 
architectural skills.
Experience of architectural firms indicates that training 
computer engineering people in the field of architecture is 
too difficult. It is generally easier to teach an 
architect basic programming and computer skills than to 
explain essentials of architecture to the computer 
professional.
An experienced architectural employee has an advantage 
because of familiarity with the firm’s operating policies, 
philosophies, and design approach. For this reason, the 
experienced employee can be beneficial in guiding the 
development of the firms production policies. Architects 
can help ease the transition of the CAD system into the 
office routine.
The major disadvantage of hiring an architect from within 
the firm is, of course, an inadequate computer knowledge in 
comparison to a computer scientist. Despite this short
coming, architects should be able to fill a majority of 
computer related responsibilities. Also, the architect 
explains ideas and concepts to fellow workers better than 
the computer scientist.
A computer scientist can usually be hired after'a certain 
amount of time has lapsed and particular problems arise. 
Outside consultants (such as the initial computers/graphics 
consultant) or the CAD vendor are usually the best places 
to ask for assistance. Most smaller firms will normally 
purchase most of their hardware and software and do very 
little programming of their own. For this additional 
reason, hiring computer scientists to train as architects 
is not recommended.
Operations personnel recruited from outside the firm could 
successfully fill non-architectural positions such as 
program librarian, a secretary operating a word processor, 
or an office scheduler. Qualified people should be easy to 
find. These positions are probably ones which architects 
would not want to work at. Experienced employees would 
benefit the firm since they are already familiar with the 
firm’s policies and procedures.
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EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS (Continued)
Many architectural firms have traditionally hired people 
who have completed two year college programs. Many junior 
colleges are presently offering courses in computer aided 
drafting systems. People with this background do not have 
an architectural education, but should do better in a firm 
than a person with only traditional drafting skills.

Information for EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS resulted from 
ideas, discussions, and conclusions of following individual 
speakers at the Building Process 183 Conferrence i Duane 
Koenig of Continental Graphics, Natalie L. Leighton of 
Skidmore, Owens, and Merrill (and the draft of her book 
"Computers in Architectural Practice"), and David A. 
Wolfberg of an A/E firm in Rosslyn, Virginia.
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OFFICE STRUCTURE
Another important consideration is the relationship between 
computer related tasks and general disciplinary areas 
such as civil, structural, or mechanical engineering. 
Although this consideration is based on the needs and types 
of the computer activity, several different structures are 
common.
1) Many firms separate computer functions into task related

divisions of analysis, programming, and operations. 
This structure turns out to be unsuccessful in large 
architectural firms. Various functions are are too
closely related to specific individuals and overlap
between disciplines occurs. Since so much overlap
between disciplines exists, it is best if one person
combines one or two tasks. In small firms, it is common 
practice to assign several tasks to one person and this 
seems to work best for the small firm.

2) Another possible structure organizes computer tasks 
according to project. One person may be be responsible 
for specification writing and another person for cost 
estimating. When a common data base is required between 
two tasks, information is transferred between the two 
computer users. This scheme seems satisfactory in the 
early stages of computer use, but a more generalized 
organizational structure is required once systems begin 
to be used for a wide range of applications.

3) A third scheme is not to divide tasks by project, but by 
application areas. In this situation, similiar programs 
such as specification and cost estimating, space 
allocation and site analysis, and structural and 
mechanical analysis are grouped into specific 
applications. This office structure only works in 
larger architectural firms, but detaches employees from 
the overall project since they are only working on one 
aspect for all projects.

Information for OFFICE STRUCTURE resulted from ideas and 
conclusions drawn from the draft of Natalie L. Leighton's 
book "Computers in Architectural Practice".
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GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS

Synopsis
Many architectural firms have started to think about 
purchasing CAD systems because of rumors that government 
agencies will require computer generated documents for 
future projects. Issues which need to be resolved if this 
is true are discussed.

Description
The government would like to impose requirements for 
computer generated documents because major design and 
construction benefits can be realized by using proven 
construction details and standard formats. In seeking to 
provide programs for their products, manufacturers supply 
data bases to architects and engineers which will only 
operate on the CAD system developed by the manufacturer. 
Vendor data bases do not have information for products of 
competitors which would work for the same requirement. 
This problem is most evident when software made by one 
company will not operate on another company’s hardware. 
The ability of data bases to interchange on different CAD 
systems is referred to as ”interface”. An attempt to 
resolve this problem of interface is currently being 
undertaken through a product called the Information Graphic 
Exchange System (IGES). IGES however, is not yet fully 
developed; many CAD firms are unwilling to provide other 
firms with the data base, language formatting programs, or 
"trade secrets" which operate their systems.
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1) The problem of imposing computer generated documents is 
due to the lack of interface between firms using 
different data bases. Government requirements to submit 
all documents on a computer operated system would result 
in the architect trying to find consultants having a 
data base compatible to the architect’s. The architect’s 
data base would also have to be compatible with the 
government agency the contract is with. The problem of 
system interface between different offices and agencies 
is illustrated below :

GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS (Continued)
Problems Encountered
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2) In order to develop an effective CAD system - graphic, 
specification writing, cost estimating, structural, and 
mechanical computer design systems must be integrated 
and compiled into one operating system (IGES). This is 
a technological problem which is well on the way to 
being solved, but requires more time to develop. A 
diagram showing how IGES would interface through a 
common data base follows :

GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS (Continued)
Problems Encountered
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3) Not only do private business sectors have problems 
interfacing with one another. Government agencies also 
have the same problem. Many government agenies have 
different computer systems. Regional differences within 
a particular government branch such as the Army help 
compound interface problems.

GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS (Continued)
Problems Encountered

branch
branch
branch
branch
branch
branch
branch
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4) A contract based on the condition that a firm purchase a 
CAD system with a data base compatible to a particular 
government agency would be foolish. The system 
purchased would most likely not interface with other 
governmental agencies. Also, owning a CAD system will 
increase the overhead an architectural firm would have 
to charge clients, and the government often refuses 
contracts to firms with a high overhead rate. The 
government will have to offer incentives to firms which 
purchase CAD systems.

5) Government policy is to award contracts to different 
firms each year. After buying a CAD system for one 
contract, it is very difficult for a firm to continue to 
receive government contracts in subsequent years. 
Payments for CAD systems have to be made even during 
years the firm doesn't receive Government contracts.

GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS (Continued)
Problems Encountered

6) In the past, architecture has been labor intensive 
rather than capital intensive. The purchase of a CAD 
system reverses this concept. A firm which spends an 
average of $20 per hour per employee and then purchases 
a CAD system costing $25 to $55 per hour to operate now 
costs the firm $45 to $75 per hour.

7) After IGES is available, interfacing problems will be 
solved. Any small architectural firm could have the 
capability to work on a government project if using any 
CAD system.

Information for GOVERNMENT REQUIRED COMPUTER GENERATED 
DOCUMENTS resulted from ideas, discussions, and conclusions 
drawn from the following individual speakers at the 
Building Process 183 Conferrence : Joel T. Orr of Orr 
Associates, and David A. Wolfberg of an A/E firm in 
Rosslyn, Virginia.
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SURVEY OF TERAK USERS
Description

Sixty College of Architecture students at the University of 
Arizona took an Architectural Working Drawing class, had 
two assignments to accomplish on TERAK, and completed a 
questionaire about their experiences with TERAK. This 
portion of the report consists of four parts :

1) Examples of Student Work
2) Survey of TERAK Users
3) Student Critiques
4) Summary of Student Critiques
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EXAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK
The floor plan below was assigned to students who were told 
to input the rest room portion of the plan onto TERAK. 
Students were expected to complete the assignment in two 
sessions lasting 1-1/2 hours each. Generally, however, 
students required an average of 8 hours to become familiar 
enough. with the system to complete the assignment. 
Students were encouraged to assign objects different group 
names and levels. Only three students seemed to grasp 
these concepts firmly enough to demonstrate the concepts in 
final drawings.
Examples of the best and worst assignments completed are 
included on the following pages in order to illustrate the 
level of accomplishment students were able to complete in a 
short time.
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SURVEY
Description *

After students completed both assignments, they were asked 
to answer the following questionaire about their 
experiences with TERAK. Points were assigned to answers, 
and an average for each question was taken. A curve was 
then drawn through each answer to illustrate the average of 
answers given.
Answer Points
Disagree Strongly : 1
Disagree : 2
Agree s 3
Agree Strongly : 4
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follege of Architecture University of Arizona
Architecture 439 
TERAK QOBSTIONAIRB - Spring 1983

Prof. Ellery Green

We would like some feed back on your use of the TERAK computer-aided 
drafting system. Please circle the response which most closely 
corresponds to your feelings about using the system. “
DS = Disagree strongly, D = Disagree, A = Agree, AS = Agree strongly

1 ) Using the system was a very worthwhile experience.
2 ) I would have done better if I would have had more 

time for each assignment.

DS D AI AS 
DS D 1 AS

3 ) More instruction was needed before the first 
hands on experience.

DS D

4 ) The monitors were very helpful.
5 ) The system was very easy to draw on.
6 ) The plotter gave poor results.
7 ) I became frustated each time I used the system.
8 ) More instruction was needed at the TERAK lab.
9 ) 1 1/2 hours is long enough for each lab session.
10) The system was a lot harder to use than I expected.
1 1 ) I enjoyed learning as I used the system.
12) The results were not worth the effort.
13) I would very much like to use the system again.
3.4 ) I expect to use a CAD sysem after I graduate.
15) I have a difficult time using computers.
16) I expect to get the following grade in this course.
17) I have had previous computer experience.
18) Circle any computer course you have taken at the University

DS D 1 AS 
DS D[A AS 
DS DIA AS 
DS C| A AS 
DS D & AS 
DS t) A AS 
DS O A  AS 
DS D H AS 
DS if A AS 
DS D 1 AS 
DS D k AS 
DS fD A AS

C D E I
. . OPAYes|: No
bo’/o

write in any computer course not listed.
Arch Arch Arch CSc CSc CSc CSc CSc
270 470 471 111 121 122 123 327

MIS MIS MIS MIS MIS
111 121 122 123 327

(over)



19)
?,V7Each lab session should be (hours):

» M *  I
.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.j 3.0 3.5 4.0

20) A person shox^ld-liave (#) lab sessions to complete TERAK ex£*Cfse 1
1 2l 3 4 5

yZ'3%.
21) A person should have (#) lab sessions to complete TERAK exercise 2

COMMENTS:
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ARCH 439 - Questionaire Spring 1983
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11

4 3 3 3 2
3 3 4 3 2
3 3 3 4 2
3 3 3 3 2
3 3 3 3 2
3 3 3 4 3
3 3 3 3 2
4 3 4 2 2
3 3 2 4 3
4 3 3 3 4
4 2 2 3 1
4 3 4 3 3
3 2 2 1 3
3 4 2 1 1
3 3 2 3 3
3 4 2 3 3
3 3 3 3 2
4 3 4 2 3
4 4 2 4 4
3 3 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 3 3
3 4 3 3 2
3 3 3 3 3
3 3 2 1 2
3 3 4 3 2
3 3 4 2 3
3 2 2 3 2
2 2 2 4 1
3 2 3 3 3
3 4 4 2 1
3 3 4 3 2
4 3 3 3 3
4 3 . 3  3 1
4 4 3 2 2
4 3 2 4 3
3 3 3 2

3 2 3
3 3 4
2 3 3
2 2 3
2 2 3
2 1 2
3 2 3
3 2 3
2 3 2
2 1 3
3 2 3
2 1 2
2 2 2
2 4 4
3 1 2
3 2 3
2 3 2
4 1 2
4 1 2
3 2 3
3 2 2 1.
2 2 3
2 2 3
2 2 3
2 2 3
4 2 3
2 2 4
3 2 3
2 1 2
4 3 2
3 4 4
3 2 3
3 3 2
2 3 2
2 4 4
2 1 3
2 4 3

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2 4 3 2
3 3 3 2
3 2 2

3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 22 2
3 1
2 2 3.
3 2
3 1
2 2
2 2
3 2
3 1 2 .
3 2
2 2
2 2
2 3
2 1
2 2
3 2
4 2
3 2
3 3 2.
2 3
1 1
2 2
3 2 2.
3 2
3 2
3 1
1 2

1 270 2 2  1
1 3 2 2
1 3 2 2
1 2 3 2
1 2 3 2
1 270 2 3 2
2 3 2 1
1 111 2.5 3 2
2 270 2 3 1
1 111 3 2 22 3 2 1
1 3 2 2
1 111 3 2 1
2 2 2 2
1 3 2 1
2 2.5 3 2
2 270 3 2 2
1 3 2 2
1 470 2.5 2 2
2 4 1 1
1 170 3 3 2
1 3 1 2
2 3 2 3
1 270 2 2 2
1 270 1.5 2 2
2 270 2 3 2
2 3 2 1
1 471 3 2 1
1 170 3 2 2
1 111 2 3 2
1 111 2 3 3
2 3 2 2
1 111 2 3 2
1 122 3 2 1
1 2 3 2
2 3 1 1

32
2
4
3
4
2
4
2
3
2
5
3
3
22
3
5
3
4
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
5
2
4
2
5
4
4
4
3 270



1
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
3
3
4
3
4 
3 
3
3
4

ARCH 439 - Questionaire Spring 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1983
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2 2 3 3 4 2 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 111 3 1 1
3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2.5 1 111 2.5 3 3
4 2 3 3 4 1 2 1 2 4 3 3 2 1 3 1 470 3 2 2
4 4 2 3 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 4 2 1 1 2 121 4 4 4
3 2.5 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 4 1 4 4 1 3 1 111 2 3 3
3 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 2 2 2 2
3 2 4 2 3 2 3 4 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2
3 2 4 2 1 4 2 1 4 1 4 3 1 2.5 1 270 3 2 2
2 3 4 2 3 2 3 . 2 2 3 2 3 3 3.5 2 2.5 2 2
3 2 3 2.5 2.5 2 3 2 2 4 2 4 3 2 3 1 121 3 2 2
4 4 2 2 2 3 4 1 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 1 3.5 4 6
4 4 3 3 3 2 4 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2
2 3 3 4 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 3 4 1 3.5 1 237 2.5 2 1
3 1 4 4 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2.5 2 3 3 3
3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 1 1 471 3 2 2
2 2 2.5 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 2.5 2 2 3 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 111 2 2 2
4 2 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2.5 1 270 3 3 3
2 3 4 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 . 2 4 2 270 1.5 3 2
2 2 4 2.5 3 2 2.5 2 2.5 2.5 4 4 1 1 3 1 3.5 2 2
2 3 4 3 2.5 2 2 1 2 4 2 3 3 3 2.5 2 3 2 1
3 4 3 2 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 4 2 3 2 1
3 3 2.5 2 4 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 2



Student Critique
The step by step instructions provided by Larry Rose were 
too specific .... not that they prevented students from 
exploring the system. When students got off the track they 
got more lost - but probably learned more by "winging it". 
The advantages of the TERAK system is a friendly Menu drive 
and extensive help files. Unfortunately, most students 
were not aware of the "?" command to bring up a help file 
which would have answered a lot of questions. The 
advantage of the Menu is that it displays all the options 
available. The menu on the TERAK system tempts students to 
try other commands; yet, many of the students didnt realize 
that the ":" command would bring up the second half of a 
menu. The step by step instructions eliminated some 
options ie. - drawing half the bathroom, positioning 
common fixtures within groups, storing the file and 
bringing the file back into a common group, copying the 
group into a new group and imaging the group across a 
center 1ine.
To summarize, it might be best to emphasize the and ":" 
commands, as well as the grids, groups, and levels. There 
should be some time to experiment with the system to get 
familiar with the commands since there appeared to be a 
type of panic associated with getting the drawing drawn 
correctly.
The loss of information on the discs was unerring to many 
of the students, although a good learning experience by 
teaching the students the value of backing up discs. The 
information loss could be due to cheap discs or even the 
disc drives. It would be a good idea to copy the program 
onto fresh discs each semester.

submitted by Jeff Sutton
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When working with the TERAK system, it helps to have 
monitors there that know what they are doing and can get 
information across. For instance, when someone works with 
one particular monitor, there is little chance of 
accomplishing much even though that monitor may have 
complete knowledge of the machine but cannot transfer that 
knowledge to other people. After working with this 
particular monitor during a three hour session, not much 
more than completing the walls was accomplished, and even 
they were so messed up that I had to start all over.
The second session with the system went much better because 
of a better lab monitor. The entire assignment was 
completed in record time because of the help of this 
monitor.
The system for signing up for the TERAK lab would be fine 
if people did not abuse the system, but unfortunately they 
do. A control must be set up to prevent people from 
changing discs and having three or four people sign up for 
the same disc at the same time.
The most obvious complaint is about the equipment itself. 
The TERAK system is very outmoded and primitive. One thing 
that can and should be kept up to date is the pen 
situation. The pens are used to the point that plotted 
drawings are illegible and cannot be copied.

Submitted by Tony Matratos

Student Critique
The concept of the TERAK system is great but a few problems
exist. These problems include the TERAK lab supervisors,
the sign up process, and the equipment.
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Student Critique
I am turning in only a copy of my completed file from the 
first and second sessions of using the TFRAK system. I am 
not showing you copies of all the levels from my second 
session because other people needed to get on the system, 
and my time was better spent helping them, rather than 
waiting for four of my drawings to be plotted. I believe 
that a combination of my system time from your class and 
Architecture 470 gave me the experience which you hoped 
for.
I believe that it takes 8 - 10 hours on the system to 
become comfortable on it. I did not get a reduction of my 
final product because the black markers were so dry that my 
print was poor.

Submitted by Lome Eisen
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Student Critique
I enjoyed and learned a lot using the TERAK system, but 
think that at times the machinery or discs were either 
functioning improperly or were damaged. Twice, while I was 
drawing, the computer "ate" about one third of my drawing, 
and forced me to re-draw that section of the drawing. I 
think this exercise was very helpful in learning some of 
the concepts in operating a CAD system, but had in many 
cases, something to be desired. There seemed to be a 
limited time for completion of the assignment, and some 
misunderstandings about the sign up procedures. When the 
system . was working and nobody was over my shoulder asking 
me to finish or whether I had the correct disc, I 
thoroughly enjoyed the system.
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Student Critique
With another half hour on the system, I could have 
completed the assignment. I did not have time to print the 
final three levels for my drawing since students were due 
to work the second shift. I printed all levels on one
sheet. The only part I did not complete was the Text for
the dimensions. I also did not reduce the original drawing
as the quality is very low. I believe the ink was running
out.

Submitted by Michael Bratton
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Student Critique
My experience with the TERAK assignment was positive, 
though sometimes frustrating. The frustration was due in 
part to losing my file as many others have exclaimed in 
anguish. What made the experience turn around was the fact 
that, with the help of the monitors and the class handout, 
I became proficient enough to reproduce my drawings fairly 
quickly.
I found two of the monitors to be very helpful, and think 
that having monitors at this level of CAD is a must. 
Perhaps on the second assignment their help would be needed less.
The TERAK handout seems complete, but I have some 
suggestions which might improve it. The Menus are there, 
but could use more explanation. Perhaps it is better to 
see what they do. The problem with that is time... and 
that is costly.

Submitted by G.W. Bradley
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My first experience with the TERAK system was a little more 
than frustrating as I had some difficulties inputting 
something that looked like a floorplan. With this, my 
alloted time ran out, so that a floor plan was as far as I 
got for the first session.
My second slot was met with more confusion as the system 
was doing things that I did not understand. At one point I 
did a Delete for a single line and before I knew it, the 
entire drawing disappeared. This happened twice. It got 
to the point that I did not risk another deletion as it 
might erase the entire drawing. What was more disturbing 
was that these deletions occurred while I was trying to put 
on the Dimensions and Text. My assignment is short due to 
the incooperation of the system.

Submitted by Gilbert Alabado

Student Critique
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT CRITIQUES 
Purpose

The student critiques of the TERAK system give insights 
into the issues and problems a firm can expect to encounter 
with the introduction of CAD. Issues and problems noted 
from the critiques are summarized on this and the following 
page.
1) Many students felt they could only learn CAD concepts 

and operating principles by actually sitting at a 
workstation and operating the system. Skills and 
procedures can only be learned through practical 
experience - much like learning to drive a car. Once 
basic skills within the "Add" menu are learned, options 
and concepts within the "Defaults" and "Switches" menus 
should be undertaken. Remaining menus should be studied 
and used after the "Add", "Defaults", and "Switches" 
menus are understood.

2) A detailed step-by-step procedure for drawing input is 
impractical. A reason for this impracticallity is that 
step-by-step procedures do not allow for mistakes. 
Once a mistake has been made, users do not initially 
know what options are available to them or how to erase 
or "Delete" an object after it has been incorrectly 
positioned. Users seem to prefer an overall guideline 
in lieu of a step-by-step procedural manual.

3) Firms need experienced shift supervisors familiar with
the CAD system and can help users through problems and 
questions. An experienced CAD user can help an office 
get a system started when the system is initially 
purchased. As noted in several student critiques, a 
supervisor (or shift monitor) needs to be able to 
demonstrate and convey knowledge and information to the 
CAD users. Just because a person understands how to 
operate a certain system does not imply that the person 
can convey knowledge to others effectively. As
discussed in EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS, architects 
established in a firm are apt to communicate better than 
computer scientists when explaining ideas and concepts 
to CAD users.

4) A CAD system which operates with a menu driven program 
is apt to make users more aware of alternative menus, 
commands, and options than non-menu driven programs. 
The feature of a menu driven program tempts users to 
experiment with new commands or options never tried 
before.
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT CRITIQUES (Continued)
5) Information loss occurs quite frequently despite what 

manufacturers may say to the contrary. By acknowledging 
this, firms can take appropriate precautionary measures 
and keep information loss to a minimum by backing up 
files and workfiles as discussed in WORK FILE.

6) The control and scheduling of work shifts is a critical 
issue to management. When several work shifts are 
employed, scheduling almost eliminates overtime as a 
means to complete a project on time. When a shift works 
overtime, subsequent shifts can not work on the CAD 
system, and the entire office routine is upset. To 
avoid conflict, it seems best to keep different shifts 
working on different projects.

7) Pen plotters for even most sophisticated CAD systems 
have many drawbacks with regard to speed and consistency 
of line quality. Most systems require a particular pen 
which must be purchased from the vendor. The quality of 
pens and related costs should be researched before 
plotter purchase.

8) Employees should have a certain amount of time to train 
on a system and become familiar with it. Although the 
first employees would normally have to be trained by the 
CAD vendor, subsequent employees could be trained by an 
initial employee who received training from the vendor 
and is capable of expressing concepts and procedures to 
new trainees.

9) Hardware and software "bugs" are apt to be present in 
all CAD systems when initially purchased. Getting 
hardware or software problems resolved results in down 
time for the system. It is important for a firm to have 
an excellent rapport with both computer consultant and 
vendor in order to resolve these problems. Management 
must learn to deal with user frustration with the system 
and be able to improvise backup schedules and procedures 
when a system becomes inoperative.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I recommend that firms just beginning to contemplate the 
purchase of office automation systems to first buy a system 
which accomodates specification editing, project cost 
estimating, and project management. The decision to 
purchase CAD last helps firms for the following reasons :
A) Office management and employees can gradually become 

exposed to computer jargon, capabilities, and operating 
procedures. This exposure will help to reduce office 
staff and employee "computer phobia".

B) Programs for word processing, cost estimating, and 
project management have been available longer than CAD 
systems. This results in the established systems being 
more refined and "user friendly" than CAD systems. 
Also, employees who operate the more established 
computer programs are abundant and easier to find than 
employees who operate CAD systems.

C) Low cost CAD systems costing between $10,000 to $25,000 
per workstation are presently too cumbersome and 
inefficient for an architectural firm to justify. 
Computer systems which accomodate word processing, cost 
estimating, and project management are less expensive 
than a single low cost CAD workstation.

D) In three to five years, CAD systems will cost a fraction 
of what they do now, will have more features, and be 
more "user friendly". If firms begin now to hire 
employees with computer backgrounds and give them 
exposure to practical specification editing, project 
cost estimating, and project management computer 
programs, the chances of office success will be much 
greater after the purchase of CAD or CADD.

E) After a firm becomes familiar with computer jargon, 
capabilities, and operating procedures, I would also 
recommend that the firm purchase several used CAD 
workstations for employees to train on, rather than a 
new system with a single workstation. Used workstations 
cost less money, allow employees to train on the system 
less expensively, and allow management to identify 
employees which adapt to CAD easily. Hardware, 
software, and employee and management issues can be 
identified and anticipated for the purchase of a 
subsequent CAD system.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Access Time - The time required to fetch a word from 
memory.

Alphanumeric - The set of all alphabetic and numeric 
characters.

Analyzer - Any device that monitors a component, board, or 
system and presents the monitored data for review.

Backup Copy - A duplicate copy preserved (usually on a 
different volume or medium) in case of loss of the 
original data or program.

Baud Rate - The number of bits transmitted per second. 
Actually, the binary units of information transmitted 
per second.

Boot - The process used to start up a computer. A program 
which clears memory, sets up input and output devices, 
and loads the operating system from the disk memory.

Buffer - In hardware, a device which restores logic drive 
signal levels in order to transmit a large numer of 
inputs. In software, any memory structure provided for 
the temporary storage of data.

Bug - A mistake. Eliminating mistakes from a program is 
known as "debugging".

CAD - Computer-Aided Drafting
CADD - Computer-Aided Design and Drafting.
Carriage Return - A standard type-writer key causing the 

printing element to move back to the beginning of a 
line. A separate line feed must be supplied to move 
paper up. A carriage return is frequently interpreted 
by the computer as meaning the end of a line or command.

Coaxial - A cable or transmission line with an inner 
conductor and an outer shield conductor.

Code - Programming language statements; a symbolic 
representation for data.

Compiler - A translation program which converts high level 
instructions into a set of binary instructions for 
direct processor execution. Any high-level language 
requires a compiler or interpreter. An interpreter 
translates each statement of the program each time the 
statement is executed.

Abort - The process of terminating a program in an orderly
fashion and returning control to an operator or
operating system.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued)

Console - The keyboard that has the most control of a 
system.

CPU - Central Processing Unit. The computer component in 
charge of getting information, decoding and executing 
instructions.

Crash - A situation where the system becomes inoperative 
due to a hardware or software malfunction.

CRT - Cathode Ray Tube. The television tube used to
display pictures or characters.

Cursor - A special symbol appearing on video displays which 
indicates the position of the next character to be 
inserted or deleted.

Data Acquisition - The collection of data from external 
sensors, usually in analog form.

Data Base - A systematic organization of data files for 
central access, retrieval, and update.

Data File - A named collection of information usually 
stored on magnetic media.

Debugging - Eliminating the bugs in a system, i.e., 
troubleshooting and correcting mistakes or errors.

Diablo - A Xerox owned company which manufactures computer 
peripherals and computer systems, best known as a 
supplier of daisey wheel printers.

Digitizer - A device which converts analog information into 
its digital equivalent. Often used for devices deriving 
input from a plotting surface and providing coordinates 
as output.

Disc - Any flat, circular magnetic storage medium which 
continually rotates while in use.

Diskette - A type of disc which is pliable and has a mylar 
substrate coated with a magnetic oxide. The diskette 
rotates inside a special jacket which continually cleans 
the surface.

Disc File - A file located on a disc. Sometimes, the 
entire disc is filled with one file.

Display - A computer output device designed to temporarily 
display graphic and/or alphanumeric information.

Computer System - The computer assembly, hardware and
software, with CPU, memory, and input/output, and any
additional devices or peripherals required for the
application intended.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued)
Double Density - The techniques used to store double bit 

information on a magnetic storage medium.
Disc Drive - A mechanical, electrical, and electronic 

device required to issue basic commands to a tape or 
floppy disc. It may include several motors for 
rotation, head positioning, and position of sensors, 
control circuits, lights, and switches.

Editor - A program designed to facilitate the entry and 
maintenance of text in a computer system.

Execution Time - The time required for the execution of an 
instruction, including the time to get the information, 
decode it, and execute.

File - A logical body of information, with an identifying 
name, and considered as a unit by the user. A file may 
be physically divided into records, blocks, or other 
units as required by the memory device.

Floppy Disc - A storage deviceusing a flexible(floppy) 
mylar disc (diskette) to record information. The 
diskette is permanently sealed in a square plastic 
jacket which is lined with a soft material which cleans 
the diskette as it rotates. A cut-out slot provides 
access to the moving head which must actually come in 
contact with thew diskette surface in order to read or 
write. Additional holes in the jackette provide access 
to sector index holes in the diskette.

Hard Copy - Computer output printed on paper.
Hard Disc - A disc composed of a magnetic coating applied 

to a rigid substrate such as aluminum or ceramic. Hard 
Discs are faster and have more storage capacity than 
floppy discs.

Hardware - The boards, chips, wires, nuts and bolts. All 
the physical components of a system.

High Resolution - A quality of video graphics display 
systems or printers capable of reproducing images in 
great detail to a high degree of accuracy.

Impact Printer - Any mechanical printing device which forms 
characters by striking ribbon onto paper.

Ink Jet Printer - A technology where characters are printed 
by spraying small particles of electrostatically charged 
ink onto paper.

Input/Output - Describes lines or devices used to convey 
information between the computer system and the outside 
world.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued)

Keyboard - A group of buttons on a pad used to input 
information into a computer system.

Matrix Character - A character displayed or printed from a 
matrix of dots, such as on a CRT screen.

Memory - A storage area for for binary data and programs. 
Also : any device which will store information. In a
computer, memory is divided into fast electronic memory 
integral to the computer, and external, slower memory 
such as disc drives and tape drives which use magnetic 
recording devices.

Microcomputer - A complete small system, including 
microprocessor, CPU, memory, I/O interfaces and power 
supply.

Microprocessor - A large scaled integration of the 
Arithmetic logic Unit and Control Unit on a single chip. 
It is the CPU on a microcomputer.

Modem - MOdulator - DEModulator. A device used to 
interface a digital device to a telephone line, it 
encodes and decodes serial bits into frequencies.

Nested - A group called or defined within another group.
Peripheral - Any device connected to a computer which is to 

some degree controlled by the computer.
Pixel - A Picture ELement such as a dot on a video graphics 

display screen.
Plotter - A mechanical device for drawing images under 

computer control.
Program - A sequence of user specified instructions which 

result in the execution of an algorithm.
Raster Scan - A standard TV display technique where an 

image is built from aggregates of dots of varying 
intensities.

Refresh - The logic necessary to rewrite the contents on a 
screen, typically every 2 milliseconds.

Screen Size - A measure of the amount of information that a 
CRT can display. Screens may be measured diagonally or 
by the number of vertical or horizontal raster dots (or 
pixels) a screen can accomodate.

Joystick - A stick, normally vertical, which can be tilted
in any direction of movement. It is often used to
position a cursor on the screen.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Continued)

Single Sided - A method of disc storage using only one side 
of a disk.

Software - The instructions that tell the hardware what to 
do with data. Software is the program.

Split Screen - Division of a CRT screen into two or more 
separate areas in which distinct information is 
displayed.

System - Any aggregate of two or more interconnected 
electronic components.

Sensor - A device which translates a physical stimulus into
an electronic signal which may, for example, be input
into a computer.



Sources and personal contacts made during the "Second Annual
International Congress on Computers/Graphics in the Building
Process "83" held in Washington, D.C.
Contact : David L. Armstrong, Director 

Facility Management Institute 
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Information from January 1981 issue of Personnel Journal 
(reprint) entitled Work Environment : Its Design and
Implications. Articles discussed employee participation, 
work environments, and office design considerations. Also, 
concepts of work environment as the integration of process, 
place, and people.

Contact : James M. Ingram, Vice President 
Leo A. Daly Company 
Omaha, Nebraska

Information on management issues, identifying firm goals, 
implementation phases, office environment, work shifts, 
future impacts of CADD, and vendor variables for software 
and hardware.

Contact : Duane Koenig
Continental Graphics 
Los Angeles, California

Information on the grouping of related tasks, involvement 
of employees, and employee qualifications.

Contact : Natalie L. Leighton
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
New York, New York

Book Title : Computers in Architectural Practice (draft)
Author : Natalie Langue Leighton
Publisher : Van Nostrand Reinhold Company New York, NY
Information on office organization, hiring consultants, 
work scheduling, employee qualifications, organization of 
related activities.

Contact : William Mitchell
Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning 
University of California at Los Angelos 
Principal of Computer-Aided Design Group 
Santa Monica, California

Information on periods of computer phases which have 
affected architecture. Also, strategies for implementation 
and reasons for not putting designers on CAD systems.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sources and personal contacts made during the "Second Annual 
International Congress on Computers/Graphics in the Building 
Process *83" held in Washington, D.C. (Continued)
Contact : Joel T. Orr

Orr Associates, Inc.
Danbury, Connectticut

Information on electrostatic plotters, reasons for office 
failures with CAD systems, cost effectiveness of CAD, 
ultimate goal of solids modeling with CADD, and 
implementation phases.

Contact : Douglas Stoker
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
Chicago, Illinois

Pete Lage 
Leo A. Daly Co. 
Omaha, Nebraska

Information on CAD options (on line, time sharing, 
lease/purchase, and purchase) and consultants to involve in 
CAD selection process.

Contact : Eric Teicholz, President 
Graphic Systems, Inc. 
Cambridge, Mass.

Information on centralization vs. decentralization of 
systems, single vs. multiple work shifts, electrostatic 
plotters, difficulty of monitoring employee performance, 
data storage, and library organization.

Contact : David A. Wolfberg, AIA 
Rosslyn, Virginia

Information on integration of CAD components, government 
requirements for CAD generated documents and problems of 
agency interface, lack of government incentives and 
financing. Also, issues for management, employee 
qualifications, and fees based on quality of product vs. 
efficiency made possible by CAD.
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Issue
February 1980 
April 1980

April 1980 
May 1980

June 1980 

July 1980
/

August 1980

September '80 
October 1980 
November 1980 
December 1980

March 1981 

April 1981

May 1981 
June 1981 
July 1981 
November 1981 
December 1981 
February 1982

THE PAPER PLANE 
editor : George S. Borkovich

Description
Micro and Desk Top Computers for A/E s
Maintaining Standards and Proceedures 
'Banking* Construction Details
Guidelines for Successful use of Computers 
Nurturing Attitude and Motivation Towards CADD
Word Processing : Auditing Your Needs 
Conducting a Word Processing/ Administrative 
Support System
Establishing a Staff Training and Development 
Program for New Systems
Selecting a Word Processor for A/E Applications 
Drawing Indexing Systems
Semi Annual Product Review; Automated Systems
Improving Productivity Through Automation
Project Management and New Production Systems
Using Computer-Aided Drafting and Design
Simplifying the Production Process
Determining Production Manpower Requirements
Marketing New Production Systems
Demanding Computer for Govt. Projects
Minimizing Liability Claims through Systems 
and Automation
Selecting a Microcomputer System 
Computer Drafting for Working Drawings 
Automated Specification Production 
Using Standard Details 
Products Review ; Automated Systems 
New Job Roles for New Systems
Advantages s Disadvantages of Standard Details 
26 Tips for Better Document Storage & Retrieval



BIBLIOGRAPHY
A/E SYSTEMS REPORT

Issue Description
March 1982 How to Avoid Failures with Computer Graphics
April 1982 A Computer at Every Desk
May 1982 Low Cost Computer Graphics: How to Choose
June 1982 In House Vs. Service Bureau Computer Use: 

10 Considerations
July 1982 Financing A/E Automation 

Projecting Potential CADD Expenses
August 1982 Management, Marketing, and Systems Drafting 

Reprographics
September 1982 The 13 Worst Reprographics Pitfalls and How 

to Avoid Them
Getting the Most Out of Word Processing

October 1982 Small Firm Automation Techniques : 
Doing More With Less Staff

November 1982 31 Tips to Save Drafting and Production Time 
Staffing for CADD

December 1982 Negotiate Computer Contracts : 7 Considerations 
Computer Liability : The Shifting Risks
Video : An Alternative to Drafting ?

January 1983 Ten Tips for Buying Computer Services 
Staffing for CADD : Part 2

February 1983 Buyers Guide for CADD Systems under $100,000 
How to Select a Systems Consultant 
Acceptance Tests



BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOOKS

Authors : Bonsteel, David L.
Donnette, James

Title : 'The Suzzallo Quad : A Computer Graphics Simulation of 
Sequential Experience'

Publisher : College of Architecture and Urban Planning, University 
of Washington at Seattle, (1969)

Investigation of the use of the computer in the design 
phase for sequential view of space. Study involves 
computation, plotting, and rendering of a space. Discusses 
problems of "cones of vision", and the speed at which a 
given view of an object changes as one gets closer and 
closer to the object. Also discusses detail required for 
views of an object at different locations and distances.

Author : Eastman, Charles M.
Title : 'Spatial Synthesis in Computer-Aided Design'
Publisher : Halsted Press,(1975)

The scope of Computer Aided Building Design, Facilities 
Planning, A Systems Analysis and Space Allocation Approach, 
An Information System for Component Buildings, Image 
Computer Assistant for Architectural Design, The Design 
Problem Solver : A System for Designing Equipment or
Furniture Layouts, Formal Languages for Site Planning, 
Interaction in the Planning of Buildings, and Style in 
Design.

Authors : Eirich, Wayne M.
Konsynski, Benn 
Nunamaker, Jay F.

Title : 'Introduction to Computing', 2nd Edition 
Publisher : Kendall/Hunt Publishing (1978)

Computer applications, computer technology, history of 
computing, intro to computing concepts, flowcharting 
fundamentals, and problem • solution procedure.
Documentation for input/output devices, code conversion, 
file organization and processing data base management 
systems, systems analysis, and design of data base 
management systems.

Author : Forbes, Bruce Kenneth
Title : ' A Survey of Computer Applications in Architecture*
Publisher : , The American Institute of Architects

A survey of which architectural firms were using computers 
and for what applications in 1976. Contains names of firms 
involved, applications used, and software programs 
available. Draws conclusions about lack of interface 
between systems and the rapidity of programs becoming 
"obsolete".
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BOOKS

Author : Gero, John S.
Title : 'Computer Applications in Architecture'
Publisher : Applied Science Publishers, (1977)

Computer Applications in Architecture, Economic Feasibility 
Studies for Building Development, Space Planning, Building 
Appraisals, Environmental Design and Building Services, 
Specifications, Data Handling and Manipulation, Graphics, 
ARK-2 System, and The OXSYS System.

Authors : Meissner, Loren P.
Organick, Elliott I.

Title : 'FORTRAN 77'
Publisher : Addison Wesley Publishing, (1980)

Arrays, double precision elements, complex numbers, if 
statements, logical expressions, explicit and implicit 
loops, character type, formatting, declarations (type, 
data, parameter, equivalence and common), subprograms, 
functions, general FORTRAN statements.

Author : Mitchell, William J.
Title : 'Computer-Aided Architectural Design'
Publisher : Mason, Charter Publishers, (1977)

Computers and Their Capabilities, The Computer's Role in 
Design, Practical Application of Computer Aided 
Architectural Design Techniques, Data Structures, 
Non-Geometric Building Descriptions, Descriptions of 
Building Topology and Geometry.
Standard Element and Detail Libraries, Site Description, 
Input and Output Devices, Graphics, Feasibility Analysis 
and Programming Automated Spatial Synthesis, Performance 
and Cost Analysis of Solutions.

Author : Paterson, John
Title : 'Architecture and the Microprocessor*
Publisher : Wiley-Interscience Publications (1980)

Chapters 1 - 4  Deal with the question "what are we trying 
to do?". The book describes the tools, and applications 
available to the architect. Diary programs, site survey, 
resources network, pre-design brief and analysis, materials 
and property file, management, regulations, production 
drawing, cost evaluation, and design model programs.
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BOOKS

Author : Pohl, Jens
Conrad, Jeff

Title : 'Computer Systems and Programming in Architecture and
Construction1 

Publisher : (1978)
Author : Spencer, Donald D.
Title : 'Data Processing - an Introduction'
Publisher : Charles E. Merrill Publishing (1978)

Computer number systems, data representation, computer 
storage, flowcharting, program development, advanced 
processing concepts. Choosing a programming language : 
FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, RPG, APL, subroutines, and looping.
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MANUALS

Title : 'Calform Manual1
Publisher : Laboratory for Computer Graphics at Harvard University 

(1972)
A computer plotting program for producing shaded, 
conformant maps. A conformant map depicts a study area 
which has been subdivided into a number of data zones.

Title : 1Symap - Users Reference Manual for Synagraphic Computer 
Mapping'

Publisher : Department of Architecture, College of Architecture and 
Art, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, (1971)

A computer program for the production of maps and diagrams 
which graphically depicts quantitative and qualitative 
information. The program can output a graph demonstrating 
physical, social, economic, and population densities . 
Program describes required inputs and elective inputs. 
Taking the square root of data values to obtain more 
clarity in an output, and the areas of application 
available to the program.

Title : 'SYMVU Manual : Laboratory for Computer Graphics and 
Spatial Analysis'

Publisher : Harvard University, (1971)
Describes the computer graphics program used to generate 
three dimensional line drawings of contour and conformant 
maps. The program consists of three data program cards 
which have seven fields of information for the program^ to 
be initiated. An additional twenty five electives may be 
used to generate different outputs and views. Following 
the program cards are data cards with grid coordinates and 
elevation heights. The program is written in FORTRAN IV, 
and printouts are accomplished on 11 inch plotters.

Title : "T-Square 2D Drafting System Designer's Reference Manual 
Release 2.1"

Publishers : T-Square Division T & W Systems, Inc.(1981)
Describes the functions and operations of the T-Square 2D 
Drafting System. The system utilizes a processor, 
digitizer, plotter, and a printer. Gives a background in 
concepts, and a detailed step by step procedure of 
generating details and drawings. Commands consist of Add, 
Modify, Object Properties, Group, and Group properties. 
Filer, Window, Defaults, Switches, Input, Output, and 
Sketch


